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ABSTRACT
Elemental W and Ni powders were mechanically alloyed in a SPEX mill with WC grinding
media for durations ranging from 5 to 50 hours, then compacted samples were sintered in
hydrogen to generate bulk tungsten heavy alloys with 2, 4 and 6 wt.% Ni. Evidence of a
bimodal grain size distribution was seen in X-ray diffractograms of sintered samples and
confirmed by scanning electron microscopy. Grain sizes in the small-grained regions
ranged from 200–600 nm; those in the large-grained regions ranged from 1–2 µm.
Furthermore, the volume fraction of the small-grained region increased linearly as milling
time increased. A slice from a sintered sample was prepared for examination by TEM, in
which particles 30–100 nm in diameter were regularly observed on the boundaries of the
200–600 nm grains. EDS point analysis showed that the particles are WC. Therefore it is
concluded that heterogeneously distributed contamination from the grinding media is
continually incorporated during mechanical alloying and, during sintering, inhibits grain
growth through Zener pinning.
Densities of sintered samples increased as milling time increased to a maximum of almost
96% of the theoretical value. Density increases with respect to milling time were initially
great but diminished upon further milling. While the samples with 4 and 6 wt.% Ni both
approached 96% of the theoretical density value by 50 hours of milling, densities in the
samples with 2 wt.% Ni were considerably lower. Thus it appears that the Ni that becomes
incorporated into the bcc W structure during mechanical alloying activates W diffusion
during sintering, though there is a limit to the amount of Ni that the W structure can
accommodate. This is evinced in W lattice parameter values from the as-milled powders;
while the lattice parameter drops considerable from 2 to 4 wt.% Ni, the difference between
4 and 6 wt.% Ni is much smaller and the Ni content limit surely falls between the two
values.
Otherwise-equivalent samples with added WC powder were also produced, but did not
increase the volume fraction of the small-grained region – probably because the particles
remained large and were homogeneously distributed.
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1. Introduction

Kinetic energy (KE) penetrators are armor-piercing weapons shaped as long rods with a
sharp tip and stabilizing fins. As their name implies, these weapons employ kinetic energy
instead of an explosion to defeat modern armor-covered vehicles. Given that kinetic
energy is defined as
(1)
where m is mass and v is velocity, the starting point in the design of KE penetrators is the
selection of a dense material. To that end, the United States Army began exploring the
possibility of using depleted uranium (DU – 19 g/cm3) or tungsten (W – 19.25 g/cm3) in
weapons and tank armor in the 1970s [1]. Depleted uranium was found to perform better,
in that it exhibited a “self-sharpening” effect and therefore was able to penetrate further
than tungsten, which blunted heavily on impact, distributing its force over a greater area
and increasing the volume of armor material that must be displaced for the penetrator to
advance [2]. (Though kinetic energy penetrators initially have a sharp tip, blunting or
mushrooming of that tip occurs immediately upon impact due to heavy plastic deformation,
and the effectiveness of the penetrator is often gauged by the diameter of the hole left in
the armor in its wake [3].) The self-sharpening of DU is attributed to a phenomenon
termed adiabatic shear banding, in which highly localized areas of deformation in the
mushroomed edges are able to further shear to remarkably high strain values as a
consequence of the generated heat’s having no time to conduct away. (KE penetrators are
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traveling at more than one kilometer per second on impact [4].) Material fails along these
bands and breaks away as further adiabatic shear bands continually form behind.

During the Persian Gulf War, the US and UK militaries fired 320 tons of KE penetrators in
Kuwait and southern Iraq. Most of the DU rods remained in the desert, and radiation levels
eight years after the war registered 35 times greater than normal. The Pentagon, which
had previously issued reports alluding to serious health risks associated with exposure to
DU dust, nevertheless downplayed Gulf War veterans’ exposure as “not medically
significant” [5]. The US military’s use of DU weapons continued in Bosnia and Kosovo in
the mid-1990s, prompting the European Parliament to call for NATO to suspend their use.
Such public relations concerns, and the military’s own growing concern about collateral
damage, have led to increased research in the area of tungsten [2].

In the early 1990s it was determined that fine-grained tungsten alloyed with small
amounts of nickel and/or iron (tungsten heavy alloys – WHAs) exhibits adiabatic shear
banding [6]. Since then, further studies have supported this finding and extended it to
other fine-grained and nanocrystalline bcc metals [3, 7-11]. This failure mechanism being a
requirement in any potential replacement for DU in KE penetrators, attention now focused
on improving the propensity for shear banding in WHAs by reducing grain size. Indeed, in
the past two decades there has been much research to that end, and the resulting papers
cover myriad processing methods. These methods fall under two categories: approaches in
which the starting point is powder (termed "bottom-up" approaches) and approaches that
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begin with a solid piece ("top-down"). The achievement of a bulk nanocrystalline WHA still
eludes researchers, however.

This work focuses on the development of a heretofore unseen bimodal grain size
distribution in sintered WHAs. The aim is to understand what is causing its development,
how composition and mechanical alloying parameters affect the resulting microstructure
and, in turn, how to encourage formation of the small grain-size regions. Meeting this aim
may lead to the production of KE penetrators with enhanced adiabatic shear band
susceptibility and therefore improved performance.

3

2. Background

2.1 Adiabatic shear banding

Adiabatic shear banding, a phenomenon in which localized regions in a solid body are
subjected to very high strain rates that result in massive deformation as compared to the
surrounding volume, is made possible because 1) about 90% of the work performed during
plastic deformation is converted to heat, and 2) yield stress of most materials decreases as
temperature increases [12]. The inclusion of the word "adiabatic" makes the term a bit of
an overstatement, of course, as nothing is stopping heat from conducting away from the
strained region. Heat conduction is slow enough relative to the strain rate, however, that
the term is suitable. The phenomenon was first noted by Zener and Holloman in 1944 [13],
and its effects in steel were the subject of much research around that time. The local
temperature rise when steel is subjected to a sufficiently high strain rates was found to
cause a transformation from ferrite to austenite, evinced in micrographs. (The spalling of a
hammer is an example of adiabatic shear banding in steel that may be encountered by a
layperson.) When adiabatic shear bands coincide with a phase transformation, the regions
are called transformed bands; where there is no transformation, the regions are called
deformed bands – the non-ferrous examples in this section are all of the latter variety.
Testing in other material systems, including low-carbon steel [14], zirconium alloys [15],
Ti–6Al–4V [16] and various aluminum alloys [17, 18], has resulted in adiabatic shear
bands, while pure copper and pure aluminum have not shown the same. These studies
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have furthered our understanding of what contributes to adiabatic shear band propensity:
work-hardening capability, for example, was found to correlate inversely to the extent of
shear band formation [12].

In DU and W, adiabatic shear banding has been studied with a view towards improving
penetration performance of kinetic energy penetrators, as its manifestation can limit the
unwelcome mushrooming effect of the penetrator tip upon impact. Fig. 1 shows stress
contour maps in both the penetrator and the armor immediately after impact [19]. A
compression stress in excess of 5 GPa suppress fracture at the tip, but lower stresses in the
mushroomed regions allow fracture to occur more easily there [4]. Whether the stresses in
these regions become localized and lead to fracture by adiabatic shear banding has been
found to be "…dependent upon the thermal (heat capacity, thermal-softening rate, etc.) and
the mechanical properties (strain-hardening and strain-rate hardening) of the penetrator
material" [4].
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Fig. 1. Contour map showing the stresses felt by a kinetic energy penetrator and armor
immediately after impact. With kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media:
Army Research Office Workshop on Computational Aspects of Penetration Mechanics,
Materials issues in computer simulations of penetration mechanics, 1982, p. 52, J. Mescall,
Fig. 4b.

Magness studied the penetration ability of W, WHAs prepared by various methods and DU
alloys [4]. All of the DU alloy rods, except for U–6Nb (which is metastable and monoclinic),
were able to penetrate a steel plate at lower velocities than the W and WHA rods. Not
coincidentally, the tips of the best-performing rods were found to be pointed or chiseled
after impact, and all of the W-based rods had mushroomed tips. The similar shape of the
W-based rods after impact does not mean each deformed the same way, however.
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Metallographic examination of residual penetrators embedded in the plates showed that
the pure W rod eroded by stable plastic flow and “sloughing”; this left behind a smooth
penetration tunnel. The WHAs, in contrast, initially developed mushroomed tips by stable
plastic flow, but then plastic localizations in the “shoulder” of the tip caused material to be
discarded in chips, which resulted in a roughened penetration tunnel.

The above study demonstrates that susceptibility to adiabatic shear banding must be
improved if WHA kinetic energy penetrators are to rival the performance of their U-based
counterparts. Coarse-grained tungsten has a high ductile-to-brittle transition temperature
(DBTT) of at least 483ºC [20], which would lead to cracking before substantial strain had
occurred and may be the reason the material did not exhibit adiabatic shear banding in
initial studies [21]. Zhang, in the same work from which the 483ºC DBTT was gleaned,
reduced W grain size to 0.9 μm and found that DBTT correspondingly decreased to below
350ºC [20]. Work towards improving our understanding of various materials properties’
contribution to adiabatic shear band susceptibility is ongoing, but Medyanik et al propose
in a recent paper that dynamic recrystallization properties and thermal properties are
major factors.

Specifically, "...when temperature at a material point reaches a

recrystallization temperature, which is a function of strain rate, instant softening will occur
at that point, leading to an instant stress collapse—a ductile failure" [22]. Thus, along the
same lines as the work done on the tungsten DBTT, reduction of grain size is being
explored for the purpose of enhanced shear band susceptibility through the depression of
recrystallization temperature.

(Smaller grain size lowers the critical temperature for
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dynamic recrystallization by offering more nucleation sites, thereby increasing the
nucleation rate.)

2.2 Ni–W system

Most of the published work on WHAs involved compositions that included both nickel and
iron. In this work we limit our compositions to binary tungsten–nickel alloys. Therefore,
some discussion of the Ni–W binary system is warranted.

The published phase diagram for Ni–W (Fig. 2) shows three intermetallic line compounds:
Ni4W, NiW2 and NiW. While the Ni4W phase has long been known, the other two were
identified more recently. Walsh and Donachie first reported the existence of NiW in
1973 [23]; the experiments through which this phase was observed were carried out by
creating a diffusion couple between nickel and tungsten rods. Their paper presents a
micrograph showing a cross-section of the diffusion couple and indicating the intermetallic
phase. X-ray diffraction (XRD) data was also provided, and the researchers found all peaks
fit the structure of an orthorhombic phase. Similar experiments were performed by
Poulsen et al the following year [24]. In that work, thin tungsten wires were dispersed in a
nickel matrix and subjected to various annealing schedules. The researchers found, in
addition to the previously established Ni4W intermetallic, NiW and NiW2. Again, XRD data
were presented and NiW2 was determined to match a body-centered tetragonal crystalline
arrangement. However, the NiW2 phase was not found consistently; this was attributed to
"nucleation difficulties."
8

Fig. 2. Ni–W binary phase diagram [25]. Reprinted with permission of ASM International®.
All rights reserved. www.asminternational.org

A recent paper by Cury et al questions the existence of the two newly discovered
intermetallic phases [26], pointing out numerous problems with the reported XRD results.
To wit: peak heights are not given, there are large differences between observed and
calculated values and not all peaks corresponding to the assigned structure were observed.
Their own experiment entailed arc-melting compacted powders, followed by heat
treatments on samples encapsulated under high vacuum. In all samples where NiW and/or
NiW2 would be expected, XRD and electron microprobe analysis failed to detect them.
Instead, Ni4W and bcc solid solution were found. The authors attribute the difference in
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results to carbon contamination and point out that in every study where NiW and/or NiW 2
were found, the sample interfaces have been exposed to the atmosphere. They conclude
that NiW is actually Ni6W6C after matching reported XRD data to a simulated Ni6W6C
pattern. Similarly, NiW2 is determined to be Ni2W4C.

While this revelation seems to demand a revision of the Ni–W phase diagram, it is
nevertheless useful in this work, as the Ni and W powders will be processed in a SPEX mill
with tungsten carbide grinding media. Therefore, the current Ni–W phase diagram might
accurately predict equilibrium phases so long as the carbide variants are substituted for
NiW and NiW2.

2.3 WHA processing strategies

The approaches for processing WHAs fall into two categories: bottom-up and top-down.
Bottom-up approaches begin with powders that undergo some combination of mechanical
processing, compaction and heat treatment. Top-down approaches characteristically entail
deformation processing and heat treating an already-dense piece.

2.3.1 Bottom-up approach

Powder synthesis has been the predominant processing strategy in seeking the production
of ultrafine grain (~100–500 nm) or nanocrystalline (<100 nm) WHAs.
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Most often,

mechanical alloying is employed before densification to refine grain size and homogenize
the powders. Densification involves pressing samples into green bodies and then sintering,
which is normally done in a conventional furnace or a microwave, in either the solid state
or a partially-liquid state.

2.3.1.1 Mechanical alloying

Mechanical alloying (MA) is a solid-state powder processing technique involving repeated
welding, fracturing, and rewelding of powder particles, typically carried out in a highenergy ball mill. In a SPEX mill, the type used in this study, 10–20 grams of metal powders
of known composition are loaded into a vial along with spherical grinding media and
shaken in an approximate figure eight pattern at around 1200 hertz [27]. With a lateral
motion of 5 cm, ball velocity, and consequently impact energy, is quite high. Examples of a
SPEX mill, grinding vial and grinding media are shown in Fig. 3. Available vial and grinding
media materials include stainless steel, hardened steel and tungsten carbide; the latter was
used for this work.
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Fig. 3. SPEX 8000 shaker mill (left) and grinding vial with grinding media (right).
Reprinted from [27] with permission from Elsevier.

A few other types of mills have been developed for mechanical alloying. In a planetary ball
mill, multiple upright vials are rotated not only around their own axis, but also around a
parallel central axis. The vials and supporting disk rotate in opposite directions, causing
both impact and friction effects as the balls collide with the vial wall and roll along the side.
In an attritor mill, a stationary upright drum is half-filled with grinding media and a
rotating impeller agitates the media. As the energy is imparted only by friction, attrition
milling is a lower energy process than shaker or planetary milling. Tumbler mills operate
on the same principle as planetary ball mills but lack the central axis around which the
drum rotates. Larger mills exist for commercial operation, some with different methods of
operation, but the principle of imparting a large amount of energy through grinding media
remains the same.

Besides mill type, there are a number of process variables that can be controlled to affect
the amount of energy imparted or its rate. The vial material and grinding media must be
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carefully chosen to avoid contaminating the powder. Milling speed can be varied with
some mills, but excessively high temperatures need to be avoided so as not to provide
adequate driving force for formation of a more energetically-favorable state by diffusion.
Also, high milling speeds can pin the grinding media to the vial wall in mills that operate on
rotation (e.g. tumbler mills and planetary ball mills). The charge ratio, i.e. the ratio of the
weight of the balls to the powder, can be increased to shorten the amount of time required
to achieve a given result by causing more impact events, but this can also generate more
heat. High vial-filling percentages can reduce the effect of MA by restricting motion and
distributing the imparted energy over more powder particles. Milling atmosphere must
also be chosen so as not to contaminate the powder.

Mechanical alloying was developed around 1966 at the International Nickel Company
(INCO) by John Benjamin and colleagues [28, 29], who were attempting to produce a
nickel-based superalloy that would combine the high-temperature strength of oxide
dispersion and the intermediate-temperature strength of gamma-prime precipitate. Since
then the technique has found application as a processing technique for numerous
materials, including metals [30, 31], ceramics [32, 33], polymers [34, 35] and their
mixtures [36, 37].

A number of phenomena have been observed through mechanical alloying that are
sometimes more difficult, or even impossible, to achieve via other methods.

Rapid

solidification processing [38] and vapor deposition [39] have previously been shown to
achieve extensions in solid solubility for many alloy systems, and now there is a growing
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list of alloy systems for which solid solubility can be extended through MA [27]. Similarly,
MA can produce a large number of intermetallics, many of which are metastable and cannot
be realized through traditional casting/heat treating methods [27]. Iron and copper, for
example, segregate upon cooling from a melt, but this can be circumvented by MA [40]. MA
can also produce intermetallics that are uneconomical to cast due to a high melting
temperature of one component. MA has even been shown to induce chemical reactions in
certain metal or ceramic systems [27].

Repeating processes of fracture and welding occur during mechanical alloying and begin
when powder particles become trapped between the grinding media. The impact causes
the particles to plastically deform, leading to work hardening and fracture. Cold welding
then takes place between newly revealed surfaces, forming a lamellar structure. Under
continued impact events, fracture and welding continue and the structure of the powder
particles refines until individual lamellae are no longer resolvable with an optical
microscope. Eventually, the process will reach a steady state where the rate of welding and
the rate of fracture make for an unchanging, narrow particle size range and an even
mixture of constituents, and crystallite size has reached a minimum [41]. Various stages of
the mechanical alloying process are shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Particle evolution during mechanical alloying when both constituents are ductile
materials. Reprinted from [42] with kind permission of Springer Science + Business Media.

Given the variety of mechanical alloying methods and the high number of variables that
affect the amount of energy imparted during milling, X-ray diffraction is a helpful method
in determining when the steady state has been reached. Fig. 5 shows how uniform and
nonuniform strain affect peak position and width. Since lattice strain affects d-spacing,
which in turn affects diffraction angle by Bragg’s law,
(2)
a uniform strain will change the diffraction angle uniformly, thus peak height and width
will not change and the peak will merely shift different angle.

On the other hand,

nonuniform strain will lead to diffraction at lower angles where the d-spacing is locally
greater and diffraction at higher angles where the d-spacing is locally smaller, thus the
peak will broaden. A reduction in crystallite size also leads to peak broadening as fewer
layers of atoms are available to cause destructive interference for small angular deviations.
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Fig. 5. The effects of uniform and nonuniform strain on peak position and breadth in X-ray
diffractograms. Reprinted from [43] with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

The lattice strain and crystallite size refinement undergone during mechanical alloying
cause substantial peak broadening. (If the phase amorphizes, broadening is so great that
the corresponding X-ray diffractogram feature is called an amorphous halo instead of a
peak.) Mechanical alloying can also lead to the formation of solid solutions – sometimes of
the supersaturated kind – which cause peak shifts. Following trends in peak position and
angle with respect to milling time can reveal the microstructural changes that occur during
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mechanical alloying.

In this work, two mathematical treatments are used to help

determine the extent to which milling has progressed. The Scherrer equation has the
relation
(3)
where t is the crystallite size, λ is the X-ray wavelength, BC is the full width at half the
maximum intensity of a diffraction peak and θB is the peak diffraction angle in radians.
Crystallite size tends to decrease rapidly with milling time until the steady state has been
reached, at which point further milling results in negligible decreases in crystallite size.
The Williamson–Hall method also allows crystallite size to be determined, but it goes one
step further by separating out the contribution from lattice strain. This is accomplished by
assuming that both crystallite size and lattice strain cause peak broadening and expanding
the two components in
(4)
where B is the total peak breadth and BC and BS are the breadths at half the maximum
intensity due to crystallite size and lattice strain, respectively, to become
(5)
where η is the microstrain amount. (The expansion of the lattice strain component was
calculated by Stokes and Wilson [44, 45], who assumed a Gaussian function as the strain
distribution.) Multiplying (5) by cos θB yields
(6)
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which is of the y = mx + b form. Therefore, a linear fit of the data, plotted as the breadth of
each peak multiplied by the cosine of its respective angle (y) against the sine of the angle
(x) allows mean crystallite size and mean lattice strain to be calculated [46]. Though the
numbers given by these calculations may not be totally accurate – instrument effects can
also cause peak broadening, for example – their importance in this work lies in their
relative values. That is, the change in crystallite size with respect to milling time gives
more pertinent information than does any absolute value.

While there are many examples in the literature of MA’s use in the processing of WHAs, few
have studied how MA parameters affect WHA microstructure and properties. A study by
Ryu et al focuses primarily on microstructural changes in 93W–5.6Ni–1.4Fe (by weight
percent) powders during mechanical alloying by tumbler ball mill and confirms what is
already known about the mechanical alloying process in general for two ductile
constituents [47]. Namely, increasing milling speed imparts more energy to the system,
there is an optimal ball-filling ratio, grain size decreases with milling time and particle size
initially increases before decreasing to a steady-state. In a second component of the study,
mechanically alloyed powders and blended powders of the same overall composition were
separately liquid-phase sintered and their densities were compared. Near-theoretical
density was achieved in the blended powder sample, but densities as low as 60% of
theoretical value were reported in the mechanically alloyed samples. This result was
attributed to swelling due to oxides introduced in the MA process. For temperatures in the
solid-state sintering range, however, densities for all milling times were above 97% of
theoretical.
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A direct comparison of two mechanical alloying methods was made by Öveçoğlu et al in
1996 [48].

WHA powders were processed by planetary ball mill and attritor mill;

parameters were made equal wherever possible, including grinding media, charge ratio,
process control agent weight percentage, shaft speed and milling time. The more energetic
attritor milling process yielded smaller powder particles in the as-milled state than did
planetary ball milling. Moreover, the shape of the particles was more spheroidal and the
particle size distribution more normal by attritor milling. When liquid-phase sintered at
1450ºC for one hour, attritor-milled and planetary ball-milled particles densified to 99.9%
of the theoretical value with 10.1 µm W grains and 96.1% with 12.9 µm W grains,
respectively. It is explained that the increased grain boundary area and reduced diffusion
distances produced by MA lead to improved sintering kinetics.

Zhang et al examined the phase evolution during mechanical alloying of WHA powders of
composition 76.6W–17.3Ni–6.1Fe by atomic percent [49]. The milling was carried out in
an attritor mill for up to 45 hours with an impeller speed of 350 rpm and a charge ratio of
5:1.

It was determined by XRD and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) that a

crystalline, supersaturated solid solution forms early in the MA process.
amorphization occurs later in the process by dissolution of the smallest particles.
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2.3.1.2 Sintering

Powder masses at elevated temperatures are prone to structural changes by way of
diffusion; this phenomenon is termed sintering. Driving the diffusion process is the free
energy savings brought about by reduction in internal surface area. The initial stages of
sintering, neck formation and growth and pore rounding, accomplish this without reducing
the amount of porosity. The next stage, pore shrinkage, is key to generating a fully dense
specimen and does reduce the amount of porosity, as the name would imply [50]. (In this
work, the times and temperatures required for total elimination of porosity are more than
offset by the grain growth that would occur in the interim, so achieving near-full density
will be a concern secondary to understanding the microstructures that develop. In the final
product, however, achieving full density is of the utmost concern.)

A number of material transport mechanisms are possible during sintering. Evaporation
and condensation of material in pores due to high vapor pressure over convex surfaces can
occur in some systems, but is unlikely in WHAs. (Surface diffusion – exchanges between
surface atoms and surface vacancies – is more likely in these regions.) Volume diffusion
through vacancy exchange is a prevalent mechanism in metals, and is driven by vacancy
concentration potentials throughout the solid. Grain boundary diffusion is also prevalent
in metals, and may be most responsible for pore shrinkage given the lower activation
energy and more direct path for diffusion to an outside surface [50].
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Whereas the various types of MA available for use on WHA powders offer a few slightly
different paths to the same goal (i.e. thorough mixing of components on a near-atomic scale
and refinement of grain size), sintering can produce different microstructures depending
on the temperature at which it is performed. Liquid-phase sintering of WHAs is performed
at temperatures above 1450ºC, whereby a liquid W–Ni–Fe phase forms and envelops the W
grains, effectively forming a composite of W particles dispersed in an alloy matrix. Solidstate sintering of WHAs is performed below 1450ºC and usually generates a continuous
network of W with tiny pores interspersed.

A recent study by Wang has demonstrated the ability to sinter pure, mechanically alloyed
nanocrystalline W powders to near-full density [51].

Powders produced by oxide

reduction were mechanically alloyed by planetary ball mill in canisters filled with heptane
for 6 hours using tungsten carbide grinding media. The powders were then uniaxially
pressed to 240 MPa and sintered in hydrogen for various times and temperatures.
Sinterability is shown to be improved by reducing particle size, reducing grain size,
increasing internal strain energy, increasing sintering temperature and increasing sintering
time. Near-full density was achieved in mechanically alloyed W powders sintered at
1400ºC for 1 hour. Final grain size was not reported. Nevertheless, the study confirms the
importance of mechanical alloying in the process of engineering dense WHAs from
powders.

The addition of a small amount of nickel has long been known to enhance the sintering of
tungsten [52], but the mechanisms have not been well understood. It has been found that
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most nickel is ultimately situated at surfaces and grain boundaries, and so enhanced grain
boundary diffusion was posited as a likely mechanism for the improved sinterability [53,
54]. A study by Hwang et al builds upon the hypothesis by showing differences between
pure and Ni-doped W grain boundary structures [55]. Fig. 6 shows a scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of Ni-doped W grain boundaries before and after vacuum
evaporation of nickel; grain boundaries are initially curved but the particles are clearly
faceted after vacuum evaporation. The authors state that Ni-induced defaceting of the
tungsten grains decreases the activation energy for diffusion at the grain boundaries and
suggest this occurrence contributes to the enhanced sintering of tungsten.

Fig. 6. SEM micrographs of 0.4 wt% Ni doped W (a) after sintering at 1200°C for 24 hours
in hydrogen and (b) after additional treatment at 1200°C for 12 h in vacuum. Refaceting of
the W grains is evident upon evaporation of Ni. Reprinted from [55] with permission of
Elsevier.

An early paper on the liquid-phase sintering of W–Ni involved blending mechanically
alloyed W and Ni powders with 200–250 μm W particles [56]. This mixture was then
sintered at 1670ºC for various times.

It was found that complete densification was
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facilitated by tungsten’s precipitating out of the liquid phase onto the large particles in
directions away from areas of close particle contact. Subsequent work has advanced our
understanding of microstructural development of WHAs during liquid-phase sintering [57].
Because sintering occurs in the solid state during temperature ramp-up, near-full density is
actually achieved before formation of the liquid phase, which wets the surface of W grains
upon formation. As W is soluble in the liquid, the edges of W grains round off while held at
temperature, and the smallest grains may dissolve completely. Then, during cooling, W
reprecipitates onto remaining grains. (This phenomenon is termed Ostwald ripening.)

Several studies have since been undertaken showing improvement in the W grain sizes
achieved, each carried out with a unique set of milling and sintering parameters.
(Micrographs of the characteristic liquid-phase sintered WHA microstructure are shown in
Fig. 7.) Das et al found an average W grain size of 30 μm after sintering unmilled fine WHA
constituent powders for 1.5 hours at 1500ºC and then heat treating for 5 hours at
1100ºC [58]. Chiou et al reported W grains 21 μm in diameter after ball milling for
24 hours with stainless steel grinding media followed by 20 minutes of sintering at
1500ºC [59]. Grain size increased to 32 μm with 60 minutes of sintering. Jing-lian et al
prepared a WHA with a yttrium oxide dispersion by mechanically alloying in a planetary
ball mill for 40 hours, then sintering for 30 minutes at 1480ºC [60]. They found W grain
sizes that averaged between 8–12 μm. The effect of the oxide addition on grain size is not
clear, however, as a micrograph from a sample with no oxide addition shows W grains also
in the 8–12 μm range.
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Fig. 7. Liquid-phase sintered WHAs characteristically feature spheroidal W grains in a W–
Ni–Fe matrix. Pre-sintering in the solid state and microwave sintering are two methods
capable of reducing grain size while still allowing full density to be achieved. Micrographs
reprinted from [61] with permission of Elsevier.

Upadhyaya et al demonstrated that microwave sintering can be effective in generating a
fully-dense WHA with reduced W grain size [62]. Unmilled WHA constituent powders were
uniaxially pressed and then sintered in either a conventional tube furnace or a microwave
furnace at 1500ºC. The samples were sintered just long enough to achieve near-full
density, which required 20 minutes in the tube furnace and approximately 10 minutes in
the microwave furnace. The average diameter of W grains was determined to be 17.3 µm
by conventional sintering and 9.4 µm by microwave sintering. That microwave sintering
can sinter to near-full density in less time than conventional sintering, thereby allowing for
less grain growth, is thus shown to be an advantage of the process with respect to WHA
processing.
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Zhou et al followed up with a study on the effect of microwave heating rate on the
microstructure and properties of WHAs [63]. Green bodies were sintered at 1480ºC for
10 minutes, and heating rates of 10º/minute up to 112º/minute were judged to be effective
in achieving densities over 99% of theoretical, while average W grain size decreased from
13.6 µm to 9.6 µm over the same range. A conventionally sintered sample, heated at
5º/minute and held at 1480ºC for 30 minutes, was also prepared. While W grain size was
not reported, it was almost certainly larger given the slower heating rate and longer dwell
time. It is not demonstrably clear, however, that mechanical properties are improved by
microwave sintering. Of the nine microwave heating rates attempted, reported values of
yield strength, tensile strength and elongation better those of the conventionally sintered
sample in just five.

Solid-state sintering of mechanically alloyed powders is another route for powder
consolidation, and has seen considerably less study than liquid-phase sintering in the
processing of WHAs. In a study by Akhtar, a high-energy vibratory mill was used to
mechanically alloy a WHA of composition 90W–7Ni–3Fe by weight percent [64]. After
12 hours of milling, powders were pressed to 60–65% of theoretical density then sintered
for 60 minutes at temperatures ranging from 1250ºC to 1400ºC. The microstructures,
shown in Fig. 8, are primarily a network of irregularly shaped W grains; the solid solution
W–Ni–Fe fills in the gaps. The authors report average W grains sizes of 1.7 and 3.0 μm in
the samples sintered at 1300ºC and 1400ºC, respectively. Densities were not reported.
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Fig. 8. Solid-state sintered WHAs characteristically feature interconnected, irregularly
shaped W grains and a second phase of Ni/Fe solid solution. Micrographs reprinted from
[64] with permission of Elsevier.

A second study involving solid-state sintering examined the effect of milling time on
microstructure and mechanical properties [65]. Ryu et al milled 93W–5.6Ni–1.4Fe (by
weight percent) in a tumbler ball mill for a range of times, then compacted and sintered
samples in hydrogen at 1300ºC for 1 hour. A subsequent heat treatment in nitrogen at
1150ºC was performed to avoid hydrogen embrittlement. Density is shown to increase
from 95.5% of theoretical in an unmilled sample to 99% of theoretical in a sample milled
for 72 hours; W grain size decreases from 7 to 3 μm over the same range. Mechanical
properties of the sample milled for 72 hours were compared to those of an unmilled, liquidphase sintered sample of the same composition. Yield strength of the solid-state sintered
sample was twice that of the liquid-phase sintered sample, but percent elongation and
impact energy were 50 and 24 times lower, respectively. While the importance of adiabatic
shear banding was mentioned in the introduction of the article, no attempt is made to
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correlate the reported mechanical properties to the samples’ likelihood of exhibiting said
failure mechanism.

2.3.2 Top-down approach

Top-down approaches for production of bulk, ultrafine grain or nanocrystalline tungsten
have recently been attempted with a view towards eliminating some of the problems
inherent in bottom-up approaches, such as residual porosity and poor interparticle
bonding. By definition, such an approach entails the use of an already-dense piece for its
starting point. In a study by Kecskes et al, equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE), a
process in which the work piece is extruded through an angle instead of a reduced
diameter, was used to manufacture ultrafine-grain W from pure, coarse-grain bars [66].
Multiple extrusion passes were carried out at 1000ºC through a 120º angle, then samples
were rolled at progressively lower temperatures to further reduce grain size, as it was
suspected that dynamic recrystallization was limiting the effectiveness of ECAE. Resulting
grain size averaged about 500 nm.

Dynamic uniaxial compression tests resulted in

adiabatic shear bands approximately 40 μm wide, as shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Adiabatic shear band and associated crack after uniaxial dynamic pressing on a solid
W bar of unspecified dimensions after equal channel angular extrusion. Micrograph
reprinted from [66] with permission of Elsevier.

High-pressure torsion was employed by Wei et al in the processing of coarse-grained W
disks [67]. Five turns were made on samples heated to 500ºC under 4 GPa of pressure;
maximum strain was calculated to be approximately 90. Grains, averaging 100 nm in
width, are shown to be elongated and heavily dislocated. Dynamic uniaxial compression
tests (performed identically to the previously mentioned study, which involved many of the
same researchers) produced adiabatic shear bands approximately 5 μm wide.

At this stage of development, it seems top-down approaches are more effective than
bottom-up with respect to minimizing grain size. The cost of producing the initial fully-
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dense W rod at the size required for kinetic energy penetrators, however, may be
prohibitive.

2.4 Grain refinement by particle additions

The addition of second phase particles as a way of inhibiting grain growth was suggested
by Kecskes et al in their 2007 paper on grain size engineering of bcc refractory metals [66].
In fact, the literature already contains a few examples of fine or ultrafine grain W with
added second phases. Lee et al milled WHA powders and partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ)
by planetary mill in one- and two-step processes [68]. The two-step processes involved
first milling W and PSZ without Ni and Fe to ensure the PSZ would not be dispersed in the
matrix phase. Then the Ni and Fe were either milled with the W and PSZ, or merely mixed.
Powders were then pressed and liquid-phase sintered at 1485ºC for 1 hour. While percent
elongation increased with volume fraction of oxide in W grains, yield and tensile strengths
changed minimally with overall oxide content and processing method. Furthermore, grain
sizes were not compared and no sample was processed without PSZ.

Kitsunai et al milled W with small amounts of TiC and found that increased TiC content
yielded smaller W grains [69]. Milled powders were hot isostatically pressed (HIPed) to
200 MPa at 1950ºC for 5 hours, then hot-forged and hot-rolled. W grain sizes in samples
with 0.2 and 0.5 weight percent TiC were 1.6 and 0.44 μm, respectively, and TiC particles
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were found mostly at grain boundaries. Impact bend tests on TiC-reinforced samples
showed a two- to three-fold increase in the fracture load as compared to a pure W sample.

As previously mentioned, Jing-lian et al incorporated yttria particles into a mechanically
alloyed and liquid-phase sintered WHA [60].

It is claimed that with increased yttria

content there is slight refinement of grain size, an increase in small W grains
reprecipitating from the liquid phase and decreased contiguity between W grains. None of
these occurrences are obvious from the accompanying micrographs. Also, the effect of Y2O3
particles on the mechanical properties of the alloy is unclear; one sample shows a
substantial increase in tensile strength and percent elongation, but the remaining three
show substantial decreases.

2.4.1 Zener pinning

That second-phase particles can inhibit grain growth in metals is not a new discovery, and
Smith and Zener’s simplified expression for a particle’s restraining force has existed for
sixty years. That expression is:
(7)
Fig. 10 shows the interaction between a grain boundary and a spherical second-phase
particle. Mechanical equilibrium is achieved between the particle and boundary on the left;
locally, free energy decreased when the boundary intersected the particle due to the loss of
interfacial area between the two primary phase grains. (Interfacial area between the
primary and secondary phases does not change; it merely becomes divided between two
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essentially equal constituents.) When the grain moves, as on the right of Fig. 10, its
boundary curves to accommodate a 90º intersection with the second-phase particle; in this
way, equilibrium surface tension is maintained. The length of the line of contact between
the two grains and the particle is 2πr·cos θ, where r is the radius of the particle, and θ is the
angle between the original equilibrium position of the grain boundary and the vector σ
(equal to the surface tension γ between the two grains). Equation (7) thus results from
multiplying the horizontal component of σ by length of the line of contact [70].

Fig. 10. Interaction between a grain boundary and a second-phase particle [70]. From
ABBASCHIAN/REED-HILL. Physical Metallurgy Principles, 4E. © 2009 Cengage Learning,
a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. www.cengage.com/permissions

The maximum force occurs when θ is 45º, giving the equation:
(8)
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From these equations, therefore, it seems the surface energy between the primary and
secondary phases is of no consequence to the ability of the secondary phase to inhibit grain
boundary motion.

Since the introduction of Zener’s expression, there have been numerous attempts to refine
it. Among the factors considered have been pinned grain boundary shape [71], secondphase particle shape [72] and grain size distribution [73].

The effect of particle

distribution, however, is a more important factor. And while describing the interaction of a
grain boundary with one second-phase particle is straightforward, description of the total
restraining force of a set of particles is a complicated statistical problem [74]. Dozens of
papers have been published in the past decade attempting to model Zener pinning (e.g. [7581]), but experimental studies are much less common. The three examples provided
earlier are the only studies done on tungsten. Two involved liquid-phase sintering, which
may obscure the effect of Zener pinning as small grains dissolve into the liquid phase and
reprecipitate on larger grains upon cooling. The other study looks promising but only two
samples can be directly compared.

A tell-tale sign of Zener pinning – besides the obvious curving of grain boundaries after
encountering a second-phase particle as shown in Fig. 11 – is a limiting grain size that
changes with particle size and volume fraction. A handful of equations have been derived
to predict this limiting grain size (e.g. [71, 73, 82]), all of the form
(9)
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where r is the average radius of the second-phase particles, f is the volume fraction of the
second-phase particles, and C and n are constants that depend on the assumptions of the
model.

Fig. 11. Metal carbides pinning γ grains in a Ni-based superalloy. Micrograph reprinted
from [83] with permission of Elsevier.
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3. Bimodal grain structure in a sintered W–4 wt.% Ni alloy

3.1 Abstract

A tungsten heavy alloy of composition W–4 wt.% Ni was mechanically alloyed in a SPEX
mill with tungsten carbide grinding media for 15 hours. Powder samples were compacted
by cold isostatic pressing and sintered using a range of time/temperature combinations,
yielding a bimodal grain size distribution (large-grained regions 1–3 μm in diameter, and
small-grained regions five to ten times smaller). X-ray diffraction patterns suggest that Ni
precipitates out of the supersaturated tungsten quickly. Density was found to increase
with sintering time and temperature up to 92% of theoretical value, with room for
improvement if the cold isostatic pressing parameters are optimized.

Vickers

microhardness values, from tests performed on powder particles, decreased with sintering
time (as grain size increased), but Vickers macrohardness values, from tests performed on
sintered samples, increased (as porosity decreased).
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3.2 Introduction
Tungsten’s range of application has recently been expanded with the phasing out of
depleted uranium (DU) as a kinetic energy penetrator material. Research towards a
replacement has focused on tungsten heavy alloys (WHAs – tungsten alloyed with small
amounts of nickel and/or iron), as their densities are similar to those of DU, but they do not
pose a significant health risk. Key to achieving good penetration performance with these
materials is a phenomenon called adiabatic shear banding (ASB – highly localized areas of
large deformation), which leads to a self-sharpening effect and has been demonstrated in
WHAs [1–4]. It is thought that a low recrystallization temperature is a factor in making
ASB more likely [5]. Since recrystallization temperature is reduced as grain size decreases,
increasing the propensity of WHAs for ASB through reduction of grain size is a logical next
step in improving penetration performance.

The ability of liquid-phase sintering, in which sintering is carried out at a temperature
above the melting point of some of the constituents, to produce WHAs of nearly full density
is well documented [6, 7].

Microstructures resulting from this process characteristically

consist of a Ni–Fe–W matrix and W particles 30–40 microns in diameter [8]. Each W
particle, which may comprise numerous grains, is roughly spherical due to preferential
dissolution at sharp edges of W into the liquid matrix. Slight reduction of W particle size
has been achieved by mechanically alloying the constituent powders prior to liquid phase
sintering [8].

Cold working and rapid heating by electric current after liquid-phase

sintering of a 90W–7Ni–3Fi alloy (by weight percent) has yielded W particles 5–10 microns
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in diameter [9].

In an oxide-dispersion-strengthened WHA produced by liquid-phase

sintering, Jing-lian observed W grains 8–12 microns in diameter [10]. Greater success in
particle-/grain-size refinement has been attained through solid-state sintering of
mechanically alloyed WHA constituent powders, albeit with increased porosity. Ryu, et al,
sintered mechanically alloyed WHA powder compacts for 1 hour at 1300ºC and found W
grains about 3 microns in diameter with a relative density of about 99% [8], though the
provided micrographs suggest a lower density. Akhtar reported an average W grain size
between 1.7 and 3 microns in mechanically alloyed WHAs compacted and sintered for
1 hour at 1250–1400ºC, but did not report their densities [11]. In this study, mechanical
alloying is performed with tungsten carbide (WC) grinding media and vial, as opposed to
those of stainless steel that have been used in all previous studies of mechanically alloyed
WHAs available in the literature. A range of sintering times and temperatures are tested,
and the trends in W grain size and density are observed.

3.3 Materials and methods

Elemental powders of tungsten (Alfa Aesar, 99.9% purity, -325 mesh) and nickel (Atlantic
Equipment Engineers, 99.9% purity, -100/+325 mesh) were reduced under flowing
hydrogen at 500ºC for 1 hour, then formulated such that nickel comprised 4% of the weight
of the mixture. A WC vial was loaded and sealed in an argon-filled glove box with seven
7/16” diameter WC balls and the powder mixture in a 2:1 charge ratio (i.e. ratio of grinding
media mass to powder mass). Milling was carried out in a SPEX 8000M Mixer/Mill®
operating at about 1200 Hz. After 15 hours of milling, the powders were pressed at
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138 MPa into pellets 0.5 inches in diameter using an AIP CP360 cold isostatic press;
pressure was held for 30 seconds. Sintering of the compacted samples was performed
under hydrogen in a Lindberg/Blue M tube furnace; samples were sintered at each
combination of 1, 2 and 3 hours at 1100º and 1200ºC, and 1 hour at 1300ºC. The bulk
density of each sintered sample was determined by Archimedes’ principle. Slices from the
center of the samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy using an FEI Quanta
600 FEG scanning electron microscope. A set of powder samples was subjected to the
aforementioned milling schedule and heat treated for a range of times at 1100º and 1200ºC
for X-ray diffraction analysis and Vickers microhardness testing.

3.4 Results and discussion
X-ray diffraction patterns of annealed MA powders show a couple of interesting trends.
Most apparent is a shift in the W [110] peak diffraction angle with annealing time, shown in
Fig. 12. Since the only apparent feature of the as-milled diffraction pattern is a single,
broad peak, it appears that the MA process extended the solid solubility of Ni in W to the
extent that a solid solution was the only phase present before sintering. (This result is in
agreement with a more detailed study of the microstructure of mechanically alloyed WHAs
by Zhang, et al [12].) However, the possibility exists that some W became incorporated
into the Ni structure and, if the threshold value of 28 at.% W was achieved [13],
amorphized.

(Small amounts of amorphous Ni likely would not result in sufficient

diffraction intensity to overcome the background noise.) During annealing, two processes
occur with opposite effect on the W [110] peak position: precipitation of Ni (as elemental
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Ni or an intermetallic Ni-W phase), which shifts the peak to lower angles as the smaller Ni
atoms leave the W lattice, and some unexplained process that shifts the peak to greater
angles. In the samples annealed at 1100ºC for one and two hours, peak shift is towards
smaller angles, suggesting precipitation is the dominant process early on, then the peak
shifts to a higher angle after three hours. The peak position seems to settle around 40.27º
with prolonged sintering.

The aforementioned Ni phase is observed as small peaks in all sintered samples at each
annealing temperature (Fig. 13). While there are no clear trends in these data concerning
the peak area or crystallite size of Ni, X-ray diffraction of heat-treated precursor milled
powder samples showed its lattice parameter's decreasing during the first three hours of
annealing at 1100ºC.

As W is soluble in Ni to at least 38 wt.% at the annealing

temperatures chosen for this study, it is expected that some W became incorporated into
the Ni grains that precipitated out of the metastable, mechanically alloyed W–4 wt.% Ni
powder.

Excess W then diffused out of the Ni grains as annealing continued.

The

intermetallic NiW peaks, on the other hand, are not observed in all samples; it is not known
why they did not appear in the sample annealed for two hours at 1200ºC.
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Fig. 12. X-ray diffraction pattern of sintered W–4 wt.% Ni samples (with y-axis offsets for
distinguishing among samples) showing the W [110] peak. Peak positions shift to lower
angles as Ni precipitates out, then to higher angles for unknown reasons.
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Fig. 13. X-ray diffraction analysis of sintered W–4 wt.% Ni samples showing the presence of
Ni and NiW peaks (with y-axis offsets for distinguishing among samples). Ni is expected to
precipitate out of W during sintering; another source of Ni, as well as NiW, is crystallization
of an amorphous Ni phase that might have formed in small amounts during MA.
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SEM images reveal a bimodal distribution in grain size heretofore unreported in
mechanically alloyed WHAs. Error! Reference source not found. shows a representative
ample morphology, in which particles consisting of grains on the order of a few hundred
nanometers are surrounded by regions where the grains are a few microns in diameter. Xray diffraction patterns of sintered samples reflect this behavior; Fig. 15 shows a sharp
W [110] peak, corresponding to the large-grained regions, and a broader peak overlaid and
centered on the same angle, which corresponds to the small-grained regions.

It is

suspected that small-grained regions exist because contamination from the WC grinding
media plays a role in inhibiting grain growth, as researchers milling WHAs with stainless
steel grinding media have not reported such behavior. In the large-grained regions, grain
size was observed to increase with sintering time and temperature; the smallest grains,
most of which were 1–3 μm in diameter, were found in the sample sintered at 1100ºC for
1 hour, and the largest grains, mainly 3–5 μm in diameter, were seen in the sample sintered
at 1300ºC for 1 hour. Grains in the small-grained regions are at least five times smaller in
all samples.
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Fig. 14. SEM images of densified W–4 wt.% Ni samples sintered for (a) 1 hour at 1100ºC,
(b) 3 hours at 1100ºC, (c) 1 hour at 1200ºC and (d) 1 hour at 1300ºC. Submicron-grained
regions are surrounded by grains 1–3 μm in diameter.
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2θ (deg.)
Fig. 15. X-ray diffraction pattern of W–4 wt.% Ni sample sintered in hydrogen for 1 hour at
1100ºC. A sharp W [110] peak is overlaid on top of a broader peak of the same type. Such
behavior is the result of contributions from each of the grain size ranges present in the
sample. (Each peak is denoted by its connection to a vertical line at its peak position. The
sum of the two peaks forms the line that closely traces the raw data.)

Table 1 shows density values of sintered samples as determined by Archimedes’ principle.
Values generally increase as sintering time and temperature increase; it is not known what
caused the anomalously low density of the sample sintered for 2 hours at 1100ºC.
Substantial porosity is evident in both regions of all samples; this is the result of
insufficient holding time (30 sec.) during cold isostatic pressing. By way of comparison,
another sample also milled for 15 hours and sintered at 1200ºC for 1 hour, and pressed at
172 MPa and held for 10 minutes, produced 95.3% of the theoretical density value with no
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noticeable change in grain size as compared with the sample held for just 30 seconds,
though this was only determined by visual inspection.

Table 1. Density values of sintered W–4 wt.% Ni samples as determined by Archimedes'
principle.

Temp
(ºC)
1100
1100
1100
1200
1200*
1200
1200
1300

Time
(hrs)
1
2
3
1
1*
2
3
1

Density
(g/cm3)
15.38
13.39
15.51
15.51
17.54*
15.98
16.56
17.11

% of Theoretical
Density
82.97%
72.24%
83.67%
83.67%
95.36*
86.22%
89.33%
92.31%

*Values increase substantially with additional pressure and holding time. Another sample
sintered at 1200ºC for 1 hour, after cold isostatic pressing at 172 MPa for 10 minutes,
resulted in 95.3% of the theoretical density.

Vickers microhardness testing (100 gf, 10 sec. dwell) was performed on mechanically
alloyed and heat-treated powder samples to note the trends with respect to heat treating
time and temperature; the results are plotted in Fig. 16. After 0.5 hours, the powders have
hardness values above 1000 HV; with prolonged annealing the hardness values drop
rapidly before leveling off between 400 and 600 HV. It is not clear why hardness values of
the sample heat treated at 1200ºC are higher than those of its 1100ºC counterpart at every
time value; one would expect the opposite result due to grain growth's proceeding more
rapidly at higher temperatures. Macrohardness testing was performed on most of the
pressed and sintered samples, and, unlike the powder microhardness results, values were
seen to increase with sintering time and temperature as porosity decreased. Table 2 shows
the macrohardness results, which are substantially lower than the results of microhardness
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tests.

This difference in values illustrates the deleterious effect of porosity on the

mechanical properties of powder metallurgy materials, and suggests that achieving full
density is of utmost concern with respect to the intended application of tungsten heavy
alloys.

Fig. 16. Vickers microhardness values of mechanically alloyed W–4 wt.% Ni powder
samples after heat treatments at 1100ºC and 1200ºC, respectively. Values rapidly decrease
as grains nucleate and grow.

Table 2. Vickers macrohardness values of sintered W–4 wt.% Ni samples.

1100ºC
1 hr
Avg. 190.8
Std. Dev.
18.4

1100ºC
3 hrs
257.1
54.1
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1200ºC
1 hr
288.3
26.6

1200ºC
2 hrs
318.7
38.0

1300ºC
1 hr
332.3
17.2

3.5 Conclusions

Sintered, mechanically alloyed W–4 wt.% Ni produces a bimodal distribution in grain size
when WC is used as the grinding media. Grains 200–600nm in diameter were observed in
the small-grained regions, and 1–3 μm grains constitute the remainder. The trends in W
[110] peak position observed in X-ray diffraction patterns suggest that Ni precipitates out
of the milled powder relatively quickly. Grain size and density increased with milling time
and sintering temperature.

Vickers microhardness of milled powder decreased with

sintering time, but Vickers macrohardness of sintered compacts increased – demonstrating
the effect of porosity on mechanical properties.
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4. The effect of milling time on a mechanically alloyed W–
4 wt.% Ni alloy

4.1 Abstract

Elemental W and Ni powders were mechanically alloyed for durations ranging from 5 to
50 hours, then green samples were sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour to generate
bulk tungsten heavy alloys of composition W–4 wt.% Ni. X-ray diffractograms of as-milled
powders suggest that most, if not all, of the Ni exists in a W solid solution by 50 hours of
milling, and that further milling will do little to reduce the W crystallite size. Evidence of a
bimodal grain size distribution was seen in X-ray diffractograms of sintered samples and
confirmed by scanning electron microscopy. Grain sizes in the small-grained regions
ranged from 200–600 nm; those in the large-grained regions from 1–2 µm. There were no
meaningful trends observed in the grain sizes with respect to milling time, but the volume
fraction of the small-grained region increased linearly as milling time increased. This
suggests WC contamination, heterogeneously dispersed in accordance with the statistical
nature of mechanical alloying, is responsible for inhibiting grain growth. Densities of
sintered samples increased from about 90% (16.64 g/cm3) of the theoretical value after
5 hours of milling to almost 96% (17.63 g/cm3) after 50 hours. Density increases with
respect to milling time were initially great but diminished upon further milling. Vickers
macrohardness values followed a similar trend, ranging from 220 HV to 480 HV.
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Microhardness values closely matched macrohardness values, but with greater standard
deviations due to the smaller indentation's being of similar size to microstructural features.
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4.2 Introduction

Tungsten heavy alloys (WHAs – tungsten alloyed with small amounts of nickel and/or iron)
have found application as kinetic energy penetrators, radiation shields, vibration dampers
and counterweights, owing to their unique combination of high density (approaching the
19 g/cm3 of pure W), high strength (greater than 1000 MPa) and good ductility (10–
30%) [1–5]. Concerning kinetic energy penetrators, WHA research has been focused on
achieving a fully dense material with minimized grain size, as such characteristics lead to
improved penetration performance. The relative importance of the latter characteristic
may not be immediately apparent: beyond an improvement in strength, minimized grain
size increases the likelihood of adiabatic shear banding (ASB). After impacting a target,
ASB causes “self-sharpening” behavior as the heavily deformed outer portions of the
blunted tip break away.

While some top-down approaches involving deformation

processing of solid tungsten billets have shown promise [6, 7], a bottom-up approach in
which WHA powders are processed by mechanical alloying (MA) is most common.
Compaction of WHA powders was first done by liquid-phase sintering, which yields a fullydense material consisting of round W particles (with diameters on the order of tens of
microns) surrounded by a Ni–Fe–W solid solution phase. Grain size has been reduced to
approximately 1–3 μm by solid-state sintering, but full density has not been achieved [810].

Though MA is important as a processing step in the fabrication of WHAs, studies of the
effect of milling time on WHA microstructure and mechanical properties are uncommon.
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(Other parameters, such as mill type, vial filling percentage, ball size, charge ratio, etc.,
could be studied, but they are essentially the same as milling time insofar as they affect
how much energy is imparted during MA.) Lee et al tested three different mechanical
alloying processes in an attempt to control the location of oxide dispersoids [11]. They
found that, upon liquid phase sintering, the dispersoids were more likely to exist outside of
the W particles after one round of MA than after two rounds or one round plus an
undescribed mixing process. Correspondingly, ductility improved when dispersoids were
more likely to be found embedded in the W particles. The effect of the various MA
schedules on other properties, such as W particle or grain size, was not reported. Ryu el at
varied milling time then sintered a set of 93W–5.6Ni–1.4Fe powders for 1 hour at 1300ºC
and found increases in relative density and decreases in W grain size as milling time
increased [8].

In this work, the effect of milling time on density and W grain size in a W–4Ni alloy is
studied; the primary aim is to elucidate milling time's effect on the relative distribution of
grain size.

4.3 Materials and methods

In an argon-filled glove box, reduced elemental powders of tungsten (Alfa Aesar, -325
mesh, 99.9% purity) and nickel (Atlantic Equipment Engineers, -100/+325 mesh, 99.9%
purity) were loaded into a tungsten carbide SPEX mill vial such that Ni constituted 4 wt. %
of the mixture. Seven tungsten carbide balls 7/16" in diameter were added to make for a
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charge ratio (i.e. grinding-media-to-powder mass ratio) of 2:1. The sealed vial was then
secured in a SPEX 8000M Mixer/Mill® operating at 1200 Hz; milling times were varied
between 5 and 50 hours.

After milling, powders were compacted in a ½" diameter

polyurethane mold by an AIP CP360 cold isostatic press. The samples were held at
172 MPa for 10 minutes. The green bodies were then sintered for 1 hour at 1200ºC under
flowing hydrogen gas in a Lindberg/Blue M tube furnace.

The bulk density of each

compacted sample was determined by the Archimedes water immersion method. X-ray
diffraction of as-milled powder samples and slices of sintered samples was performed
using a PANalyitcal X'Pert Pro diffractometer. Slices of each compacted sample were
metallographically prepared for optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Grain
sizes in each sample were determined from SEM micrographs by a slight modification of
ASTM E112. Lines were randomly placed in each grain size region, and an average
intercept distance was calculated for each line. As the data table does not extend to grain
sizes smaller than 2.5 μm, a plot of the ratios of average intercept distance to grain size was
generated, from which a slight overestimate of 1.3 was determined to be a sensible
multiplication factor. Vickers macrohardness values were measured with a Leco LV
700AT; a 5 kg load was placed on the sample for 10 seconds. Vickers microhardness values
were measured using a Leco DM-400 with a 300 g load and 10 second dwell time.
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4.4 Results and discussion

X-ray diffractograms were generated from W–4Ni powders after 5, 10, 15, 25 and 50 hours
of SPEX milling. Calculation of the average size of crystallites within the powder particles
was done using the Scherrer formula, which has the relation
(10)
where t is the crystallite size, λ is the X-ray wavelength, B is the full width at half the
maximum intensity of a diffraction peak and θB is the peak diffraction angle in radians.
Fig. 17 shows the calculated average crystallite size from W [110] peaks with respect to
milling time. The trend, an exponential decay, is in line with milling studies on other
material systems [12–16] and a result of the repeated fracture and welding events intrinsic
to the process. Extended milling results in slow refinement to about 7 nm, as seen after
50 hours. Fig. 17 also shows W lattice parameter with respect to milling time; the peak
position's shifting to greater angles with increased milling time corresponds with a
decrease in lattice parameter, which is brought about by nickel atoms' incorporation into
the W phase, though the decrease is small until 10 hours have elapsed because formation of
amorphous Ni is preferential. As was seen in the crystallite size data, the value seems to be
reaching a limit by 50 hours of milling, indicating that most of the nickel atoms inhabit the
W phase by that point. While no Ni phase was observed in the X-ray diffractogram after
50 hours of milling, this was also true for instances of less milling time. Ignoring the
likelihood that little or no Ni phase remains after milling, peak broadening due to crystallite
size refinement would further reduce the chance that an Ni peak will surpass the intensity
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of the background, as would formation of amorphous Ni due to incorporation of the critical
amount of W (28 at.%) for such a transformation to occur [17].
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Fig. 17. Plot of W crystallite size and lattice parameter with respect to milling time. There is
an exponential decay in crystallite size that has approached a minimum by 50 hours of
milling. Lattice parameter decreases as smaller Ni atoms are incorporated into the
structure. By 50 hours of milling, most, if not all, of the Ni exists in W solid solution.

X-ray diffractograms generated after compaction and heat treatment show W peaks with
broad shoulders; this behavior was observed in the preceding chapter and the sharp
portion of the peak was interpreted to represent large grains and the broad portion small
grains. An XRD analysis software program was used to deconvolute the W [110] peaks and
determine their areas. Though the broad-shouldered peak shape was seen in every sample,
no discernable trend was observed in the relative peak areas with respect to milling time;
the percentage of counts representing small-grained regions ranged from 13 to 45. Small
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Ni and intermetallic NiW peaks were observed in most samples; the latter phase forms as
the sintered samples are cooling. Ni peak areas decreased with milling time and NiW peak
areas increased; that more Ni becomes incorporated into the W phase with increased
milling time makes this trend in Ni and NiW peak areas explicable.

The existence of a bimodal distribution of grain size is confirmed by SEM images and in line
with results from the preceding chapter. Typical sample morphologies are shown in
Fig. 18, in which regions of submicron grains are surrounded by grains on the order of 1–
2 μm in diameter.

Such a distribution in grain size is believed to result from the

incorporation of tungsten carbide fragments from the grinding media, as grinding media
contamination is a well known issue in MA and previous studies on the MA of WHAs, in
which no bimodal grain size distribution has been reported, have employed stainless steel
grinding media exclusively. Fig. 19 shows the average grain size in each region as a
function of milling time. After an initial decrease in W grain size in both regions from 5 to
10 hours of milling, there appears to be a general trend towards increasing grain size as
milling time increases. This, however, is likely the result of selecting for line-intercept
counting only a few regions that appeared to be representative of the whole, and it would
be safer to conclude that the grain size ranges in the small- and large-grained regions are
200–600 nm and 1–2 μm, respectively, and change little with milling time. (Micrographs of
both regions are shown in Fig. 20.) This is an understandable result given the competing
processes affecting final grain size that occur during mechanical alloying.

Increasing

milling time leads to further refinement of the grains and generates more dislocations and
other defects. This would have the effect of reducing grain size in samples sintered
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according to the experimental procedure above. (The sintering temperature of 1200ºC is
sufficient to recrystallize ultrafine-grained W [18], so continued milling provides more
nucleation sites.)

On the other hand, increasing milling time also leads to further

incorporation of Ni into the W solid solution. This would have the effect of increasing grain
size as Ni is essentially insoluble in W at equilibrium, so the activation energy for volume
diffusion is lowered as more Ni dissolves into the W phase. Furthermore, Ni is known to
aid in the diffusion of W through the formation of monolayers of Ni at W grain or particle
boundaries, which causes volume diffusion to become the dominant mechanism [19-23].
Ni may also activate W diffusion by inducing a structural transition at the grain
boundaries [24].

More interesting is the relative volume fractions of the small- and large-grained regions,
which were determined by point counting of optical micrographs. Fig. 21 shows a linear
increase in the volume percent of the small-grained regions with respect to milling time.
That the increase in the relative amount of small grains does not diminish after longer
milling times, while the as-milled W peak angles and crystallite sizes as seen in X-ray
diffraction do, points towards an outside source as being responsible for certain regions'
remaining small-grained.

Indeed, such a trend is consistent with the continual and

heterogeneous incorporation of grinding media fragments into the powders during MA.
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Fig. 18. Scanning electron micrographs of mechanically alloyed, sintered W–4 wt.% Ni
alloys. The sample shown in (a) was milled for 5 hours and the sample in (b) was milled for
50 hours. (a) shows significant porosity between particles, the largest of which typically
constitute the small-grained regions, and the density was 16.64 g/cm3, or 90.39% of the
theoretical value. (b) shows little porosity and has a density of 17.63 g/cm3, or 95.75% of the
theoretical value; the slightly darker regions constitute the small-grained regions.
Horizontal field width in both micrographs is 256 µm.
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Fig. 19. Plot of grain size in sintered W–4 wt.% Ni samples with respect to milling time.
Given that all samples were subjected to the same sintering treatment and that smaller
crystallites were detected in as-milled samples as milling time increased, the trend observed
here was not expected. The likely explanation is that the regions chosen for grain size
measurements were not representative of the whole. Thus the safe conclusion is that in all
samples the grain size was 1–2 µm in the large-grained regions and 200–600 nm in the smallgrained regions.
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Fig. 20. Scanning electron micrographs of mechanically alloyed (15 hours), sintered W–
4 wt.% Ni alloys. (a) has a horizontal field width (HFW) of 51.2 µm and shows both grain
size regions; grains in the large-grained region are 1–2 µm and have significant porosity
interspersed. (b) has an HFW of 15.2 µm and shows a small-grained region; grains typically
exist in a 200–600 µm range.
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Fig. 21. The volume fraction of small-grained regions with respect to milling time shows a
linear increase. That the increase does not approach a maximum (while crystallite size in asmilled samples approaches a minimum) points towards tungsten carbide contamination
from the grinding media as being responsible for inhibiting grain growth, thus giving rise to
regions with much smaller grains than the remainder.

Particle size analysis of as-milled powders supports the above hypothesis, yielding a size
distribution that was primarily bimodal. Fig. 22 shows that a large fraction of the particles
in samples with 4 wt.% Ni fall within a diameter range of 1–20 μm, and a smaller fraction
have diameters between 50–300 μm. Optical micrographs of heat treated powders, like the
one in Fig. 23, reveal that larger particles tend to be made up of small grains, as they
contain the characteristic microporosity that was observed to correspond to small-grained
regions in sintered samples. Therefore, the general trend in Fig. 21 that shows an increase
in the amount of large particles as milling time increases is in agreement with the small65

grained region volume percent trends as determined by point counting. Why the larger
particles in the powders milled for 5 hours are described by two modes is not clear. It may
be that the small powder particles containing WC particles are in the process of growing
because the reinforcing particles make fracture more difficult while cold welding continues
as easily as before. The small particles in the powders milled for 25 and 50 hours have a
second mode, as well, which could represent fragments that have broken off of larger, WCreinforced particles.
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Fig. 22. The particle size distribution of as-milled 4 wt.% Ni powders is generally bimodal;
small particles exist within a range of 1–20 μm and large particles within 50–300 μm.
Comparatively few particles are found to have diameters between 20–50 μm.
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1000

Fig. 23. Optical micrograph of W–4 wt.% Ni powders after 15 hours of SPEX milling and
1 hour of sintering in hydrogen at 1100ºC. The largest particles have microporosity
matching that of the small-grained regions observed in compacted and sintered samples.

Density values as determined by the Archimedes water immersion method are presented
in Fig. 24. An increase from 90.46 to 95.82% of the theoretical value is seen as milling time
increases from 5 to 50 hours.

(Two micrographs showing the range of values are

presented in Fig. 18.) The increase is more rapid from 5 to 15 hours of milling than from
15 to 50 hours; this is similar to the trends observed in both crystallite size and W [110]
peak position, pointing towards the importance of Ni on W diffusion. X-ray data indicate
that most grain refinement and incorporation of Ni into the W phase is completed around
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15 hours of milling, so the starting grain size upon sintering and the amount of Ni in the W
phase available to activate sintering do not change with further milling. In light of these
results, it is understandable that gains in density are also limited after that point.
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Fig. 24. Density measurements as a percentage of the theoretical value plotted with respect
to milling time. Increases are initially rapid, then level off and approach a maximum of
about 96%. The trend seems to correspond with the amount of Ni incorporated into the W
phase after mechanical alloying.

Vickers macrohardness values are shown in Fig. 25; values more than double from 5 hours
of milling (219.5 HV) to 50 (480.3 HV). The observed trend mirrors that of the density
results; that is, increases in hardness were initially large but returns diminished as milling
time approached 50 hours. These results demonstrate the importance of achieving full
density if mechanical properties of WHAs are to be maximized. Vickers microhardness
values nearly match the macrohardness values, although the standard deviations are
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greater.

There are two possible explanations for this, and it is probable that both

contribute to the increased variation. Since the size of the indentation is close to that of a
typical pore, there will be much variation in the amount of porosity a given indentation
encounters, especially as compared to a macrohardness indentation, which doubtless
encounters porosity more representative of the whole on each test. For the same reason,
some indentations will encounter a disproportionately high amount of small-grained
regions, which will have a greater hardness than the average due to grain boundary
strengthening, and some indentations may only encounter large-grained regions.
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Fig. 25. Vickers macro- and microhardness values of mechanically alloyed, sintered W–
4 wt.% Ni samples with respect to milling time. The trend generally mirrors that of density,
showing the deleterious effect of porosity on mechanical properties. Standard deviations are
greater in the microhardness values, owing to indentation sizes that are close to the sizes of
various microstructural features.
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4.5 Conclusions
Mechanically alloyed, sintered W–4 wt.% Ni alloys yielded a bimodal grain size distribution
for milling times ranging from 5 hours to 50 hours. A bimodal grain size distribution was
observed in each sample; grain sizes ranged from 200–600 nm in the small-grained regions
and 1–2 µm in the large-grained regions. The relative volume fraction of the small-grained
region was found to increase linearly as milling time increased, even though W [110] peak
angles and crystallite size seemed to be approaching a limit by 50 hours of milling. Thus it
is believed that tungsten carbide contamination, which would become incorporated into
the powders continually and heterogeneously during mechanical alloying, is responsible
for the existence of small-grained regions by impeding grain growth. Density values
increased – initially rapidly but with diminishing returns with prolonged milling – from
approximately 90% of the theoretical value with 5 hours of milling to almost 96% with
50 hours of milling. Hardness values also increased positively with milling time. The trend
mirrored that of the density values, demonstrating that until full density is achieved,
porosity will impact the mechanical properties much more than the relative volume
fraction of small-grained regions.
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5. The effect of Ni content on mechanically alloyed W–Ni alloys

5.1 Abstract

The microstructure of a series of mechanically alloyed, binary W–Ni alloys (2, 4 and
6 wt.% Ni) was investigated after compaction and solid-state sintering. X-ray diffraction of
as-milled powders verified the incorporation of Ni into the W lattice; the lattice parameters
reached an approximate minimum by 25 hours of milling. Beyond 10 hours of milling, and
corresponding with the onset of Ni incorporation, the lattice parameter was largest in the
W–2 wt.% Ni sample and smallest in the W–6 wt.% Ni sample.

X-ray diffraction and

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy maps of sintered samples revealed a bimodal grain
size distribution and the presence of both Ni and NiW grains. Micrographs of samples
milled for 5 and 10 hours showed no appreciable microstructural differences with respect
to Ni content; all samples contained dense small-grained regions surrounded by largegrained regions interspersed with substantial porosity. After 15 hours of milling, porosity
in the large-grained regions was observed to decrease with increasing Ni content. At 25
and 50 hours of milling, porosity was still evident in the W–2 wt.% Ni samples, but the W–
4 wt.% Ni and W–6 wt.% Ni samples reached an apparent maximum of about 96% of the
theoretical density value. Furthermore, no small-grained regions were detectable in the
W–6 wt.% Ni samples milled for 25 and 50 hours; this could be due to Ni-enhanced
diffusion of W. Vickers macrohardness values generally corresponded well with density
measurements, however, hardness increased somewhat in the sample with 4 wt.% Ni
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between 25 and 50 hours of milling, even as density remained constant. This result stems
from the linear increase in the small-grained region volume fraction with respect to milling
time.
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5.2 Introduction

Tungsten heavy alloys (WHAs – tungsten alloyed with small amounts of nickel and/or iron)
have recently replaced depleted uranium (DU) as the materials of choice for kinetic energy
penetrators, an armor-piercing weapon, as they share a high density with DU but lack the
radioactivity that creates a potential for health risks when handling the latter.
Furthermore, WHAs have been shown to exhibit adiabatic shear banding (ASB) [1–8], a
phenomenon in which further shearing is made possible in localized areas of high
deformation as a consequence of the generated heat's having no time to conduct away.
(Kinetic energy penetrators are typically moving at about 1 km/s just before impact [9]).
ASB gives rise to a self-sharpening effect, which limits the formation of a mushroomshaped tip that would spread the force of a moving penetrator over a greater area. Most
WHA processing strategies entail powder processing of constituent powders by mechanical
alloying (MA), then consolidating by pressing and liquid phase sintering. The resulting
microstructures consist of spherical W particles 10–50 μm in diameter surrounded by a
matrix of solid solution Ni–Fe–W. Thus, it seems the primary purpose of the alloying
additions is to allow for creation of a material that is 100% dense.

Some recent work has explored the possibility of sintering in the solid state to generate
fully-dense WHAs. Ryu et al mechanically alloyed 93W–5.6Ni–1.4Fe powders then sintered
a green compact for 1 hour at 1300ºC, followed by a nitrogen anneal (1150ºC) and
quench [10]. Increases in milling time resulted in increases in density and decreases in W
grain size. Akhtar mechanically alloyed 90W–7Ni–3Fe powders for 12 hours then sintered
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green compacts at various temperatures for 1 hour in a vacuum [11]. W grain size ranged
from 1.7 to 3.0 μm and hardness was found to decrease as sintering temperature (and W
grain size) increased.

No other compositions were tested in either of the above

experiments, and justification for the chosen compositions was minimal. While the need
for a binder phase is inherent if liquid phase sintering is to be employed, a change to the
solid-state region of the phase diagram, though only necessitating a slight change in
temperature, results in a radical change in the microstructure of the final material and
should similarly demand a review of the chosen composition. The aim of this work is to
examine the effect of alloying additions – specifically Ni content – on the final
microstructure of densified WHAs. This will be done with three binary W–Ni alloys; milling
time will be varied but compaction and sintering conditions will be held constant.

5.3 Materials and methods

Three sets of reduced elemental W powders (Alfa Aesar, -325 mesh, 99.9% purity) and Ni
powders (Atlantic Equipment Engineers, -100/+325 mesh, 99.9% purity) were formulated
such that Ni comprised 2, 4 and 6 wt. % of the mixture, respectively. In an argon-filled
glove box, each set powders was deposited and sealed in a tungsten carbide SPEX mill vial
along with seven tungsten carbide balls 7/16" in diameter; the charge ratio (i.e. the ratio of
grinding media mass to powder mass) was 2:1. Mechanical alloying was carried out in a
SPEX 8000M Mixer/Mill® operating at 1200 Hz for up to 50 hours. The powders were
then loaded into a cylindrical polyurethane mold ½" in diameter and compacted in an AIP
CP360 cold isostatic press; the pressure was maintained at 172 MPa for 10 minutes. The
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green compacts were subsequently sintered in a Lindberg/Blue M tube furnace at 1200ºC
for 1 hour under flowing hydrogen. The bulk density of sintered samples was tested by the
Archimedes water immersion method. X-ray diffraction (XRD) of both as-milled powder
samples and sintered samples was carried out using a PANalytical X'Pert Pro
diffractometer.

Sintered samples were prepared using standard metallographic

techniques, and then observed using a Carl Zeiss Axiovert 200 M MAT optical microscope
and an FEI Quanta 600 FEG scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a
backscatter detector and a Bruker energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) unit with
silicon drift detector. Optical micrographs were used to quantify volume fractions of
distinct regions through point counting. Grain sizes in each sample were determined from
SEM micrographs by a slight modification of ASTM E112. Lines were randomly placed in
each grain size region, and an average intercept distance was calculated for each line. As
the data table does not extend to grain sizes smaller than 2.5 μm, a plot of the ratios of
average intercept distance to grain size was generated, from which a slight overestimate of
1.3 was determined to be a sensible multiplication factor.

5.4 Results and discussion

X-ray diffraction was performed on powder samples after milling and on bulk samples after
milling, compaction and sintering. As-milled powder samples showed a crystallite size
trend (Fig. 26) that appears similar to that of a power law, i.e. an initially sharp decrease
flattens to only slight decreases as milling time increases. Crystallite size after 5 hours of
mechanical alloying is essentially the same in all the samples, probably because Ni has yet
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to become incorporated into the W phase. (The diffusion may actually run the other way
early on and lead to amorphization of the Ni phase if it contains at least 28 at.% locally.) At
longer milling times, however, differences between the samples start to become apparent:
crystallite size is lowest in the W–6 wt.% Ni sample as there is more Ni to distort the lattice,
and crystallite size is greatest in the W–2 wt.% Ni sample for the opposite reason. This is
supported by a plot of W [110] lattice parameter with respect to milling time (Fig. 27),
which shows a general decrease with respect to milling time as smaller Ni atoms displace
W atoms in the lattice; for a given milling time beyond 10 hours, W lattice parameter
decreases with increasing overall Ni content. X-ray diffractograms of bulk samples suggest
a bimodal distribution, as reported in earlier chapters and attributed to heterogeneously
distributed WC contamination from the MA grinding media, evidenced by broad shoulders
on each side of otherwise sharp peaks. The overlapping peaks – sharp corresponding to
large grains and broad corresponding to small – were deconvoluted by a software program,
but no trends were observed in the peak areas or crystallite sizes. Other than W, Ni and
NiW phases were detected in the diffractograms, though not in every sample. These peaks
were low-intensity, however, and their absence in some samples may be because the
intensity was insufficient to rise above the background.
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Fig. 26. Plot of crystallite size with respect to milling time in as-milled powder samples
showing a rapid drop initially, then a leveling off beyond 15 hours. The sample with
6 wt.% Ni has the smallest crystallites at all milling times beyond 5 hours because it contains
the greatest number of lattice-distorting Ni atoms.

EDS maps superimposed on SEM micrographs support the findings from XRD. A map from
the W–6 wt.% Ni sample milled for 50 hours is shown in Fig. 28a, with corresponding
secondary electron and back-scattered electron micrographs in Fig. 28b and c, respectively.
W grains 1–3 µm in diameter comprise the majority of the images, elsewhere there are
grains that appear in the map either bright red (likely corresponding to Ni) or a less intense
red (possibly NiW). The Ni/NiW grains tend to be slightly recessed, which could be a
byproduct of the polishing process. At any rate, since the surfaces of those grains are
parallel to the sample surface, porosity is probably not responsible for such features.
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Fig. 27. Plot of W lattice parameter with respect to milling time in as-milled powder
samples. Lattice parameter drops rapidly beyond 10 hours as Ni becomes incorporated into
the W lattice, but there are diminishing returns beyond 25 hours as most of the Ni has been
incorporated by that point.
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Fig. 28. One region of a sintered W–6 wt.% Ni sample shown (a) in a secondary scanning
electron image with EDS map overlaid; (b) in a secondary scanning electron image; (c) in a
backscattered scanning electron image. Recessed grains tend to correspond with Ni/NiW
and are not the result of pores.
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Optical micrographs collected from each sintered sample were used for the purpose of
quantifying the volume fractions of the small- and large-grained regions.

Though

individual grains could not be spotted in optical micrographs, the presence of pores, readily
observable and proportional in size to the grains that surrounded them, made such an
undertaking practicable in most samples.

(These distinguishing features were not

observable in any of the W–6 wt.% Ni samples. That, coupled with concerns about the
representative nature of corresponding SEM micrographs that could be substituted for
optical micrographs, forces their exclusion from this portion of the analysis.) Fig. 29 shows
the volume fraction of small-grained regions with respect to milling time. The linear trend
observed as milling time increases was previously observed by the authors and attributed
to the continual incorporation of tungsten carbide contamination from the grinding media
during MA. At the three milling times for which a direct comparison can be made, the
volume fraction of small-grained regions is greater in the samples with 4 wt.% Ni.
However, when standard deviations are taken into account, there is much overlap, making
it problematic to conclude that varying the Ni content affects the formation of the smallgrained regions.
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Fig. 29. The volume fraction of small-grained regions with respect to milling time shows a
linear increase. That the increase does not approach a maximum points toward tungsten
carbide contamination, continually incorporated from the grinding media during MA, as
being responsible for inhibiting grain growth, thus giving rise to regions with much smaller
grains than the remainder.

Line-intercept counting was conducted on scanning electron micrographs to determine
grain size in each region in each sample; the results are presented in Fig. 30a (smallgrained regions) and b (large grained regions). Seven lines per grain size region per
sample were counted, which might have been insufficient to evaluate a representative
sampling of grain sizes. As such, no trends with respect to Ni content are obvious and the
authors feel comfortable in stating only that, in all samples, grain diameters in the small-
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grained regions fall within a range of 200–600 µm, and grains in the large-grained region
are 1–3 µm in diameter.
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Fig. 30. Plot of grain size in sintered W–4wt.%Ni samples with respect to milling time in (a)
small-grained regions and (b) large-grained regions. No obvious trends are observed, and
the likely explanation is that the regions chosen for grain size measurements were not
representative of the whole. Thus the safe conclusion is that in all samples the grain size was
1–2 µm in the large-grained regions and 200–600 nm in the small-grained regions.

Backscattered SEM micrographs reveal the bimodal grain size distribution to which the Xray diffraction results alluded. (For the purpose of distinguishing grains, contrast settings
were adjusted such that W grains run the gamut from near-black to near-white. This has
the side effect of making Ni grain identification – it also appears as near-black – almost
impossible.) Fig. 31 shows a series of micrographs taken from samples mechanically
alloyed for 5 hours. In Fig. 31a, regions of small grains (200–600 nm) are surrounded by
areas of large grains (1–3 µm) in a W–2 wt.% Ni sample. The boundary between the two
regions is sharp; no grain size gradient is observed. Substantial porosity is evident among
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the large grains, and pores are noted in the small-grained region, as seen in Fig. 31b, which
shows the same sample at higher magnification, though the overall density of the smallgrained regions appears greater. Fig. 31c (W–4 wt.% Ni) and e (W–6 wt.% Ni) show, at a
magnification lower than Fig. 31a and sufficiently low that individual grains are difficult to
resolve in even the large-grained region, large particles comprising small-grained regions
surrounded by smaller particles of large grains and substantial porosity. Fig. 31d (W–4
wt.% Ni) and f (W–6 wt.% Ni) show corresponding images of higher magnification, and
similar to Fig. 31b the small-grained regions are revealed to contain some large grains
dispersed throughout. On the whole, these micrographs show little change as Ni content is
varied. This is understandable in light of X-ray diffraction results, which show W lattice
parameters that are close to each other and shifted little after 5 hours of milling. Thus,
most Ni has yet to become incorporated into W and is having little or no effect on the
microstructure.
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Fig. 31. Backscattered scanning electron micrographs of samples mechanically alloyed for
5 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. (a) W–2 wt.% Ni,
51.2 µm horizontal field width (HFW); (b) W–2 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (c) W–4 wt.% Ni,
256 µm HFW; (d) W–4 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (e) W–6 wt.% Ni, 256 µm HFW; (f) W–
6 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW
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Micrographs of samples mechanically alloyed for 10 hours comprise Fig. 32.

The

microstructure is generally the same as in the previous set of samples (Fig. 31), and the two
micrographs that show boundaries between small- and large-grained regions (Fig. 32b
and f) reveal that the transition is still abrupt. That there are no apparent differences in the
microstructure of the samples after 10 hours of milling is again explicable when X-ray
diffraction results are considered. Fig. 27 shows W lattice parameters that are almost
identical in each sample mechanically alloyed for 10 hours. Therefore, even though the Ni
content is different in each sample, proportions are equivalent in the W phase after milling
and there should be no difference in behavior during sintering. Calculated densities for
these samples range from 87 to 93% of the theoretical value, so it is understandable that no
density trend was observed by visual inspection.
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Fig. 32. Backscattered scanning electron micrographs of samples mechanically alloyed for
10 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. (a) W–2 wt.% Ni,
256 µm horizontal field width (HFW); (b) W–2 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (c) W–4 wt.% Ni,
256 µm HFW; (d) W–4 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (e) W–6 wt.% Ni, 256 µm HFW; (f) W–
6 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW
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Fig. 33 shows a series of micrographs taken from samples mechanically alloyed for
15 hours. As also seen in the set of samples mechanically alloyed for 5 and 10 hours, large
particles of small grains are surrounded by small particles of large grains and pores. Grain
sizes remain in the ranges seen in the previous sets of samples: 200–600 µm in the smallgrained regions and 1–3 µm in the large-grained regions. Small-grained regions contain
scattered large grains as they did after 5 and 10 hours of milling. However, a couple of
related trends with respect to Ni content are noticeable at this level of MA: individual largegrained particles are becoming more difficult to single out, and density is improving with
increasing Ni content to the point that small-grained regions are not readily noticeable at
low magnification in the sample containing 6 wt.% Ni. While the sample with 2 wt.% Ni
still shows substantial porosity in the large-grained region (Fig. 33a), porosity is much
sparser in the sample containing 6 wt.% Ni (Fig. 33e). These trends correspond with
increased incorporation of Ni into W after an additional 5 hours of mechanical alloying, as
evidenced by the decrease in W lattice parameter as milling time is increased from 10 to
15 hours. As Ni diffuses out of W during sintering, it also facilitates W diffusion, leading to
improved density with increasing Ni content.
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Fig. 33. Backscattered scanning electron micrographs of samples mechanically alloyed for
15 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. (a) W–2 wt.% Ni,
256 µm horizontal field width (HFW); (b) W–2 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (c) W–4 wt.% Ni,
256 µm HFW; (d) W–4 wt.% Ni, 15.2 µm HFW; (e) W–6 wt.% Ni, 256 µm HFW; (f) W–
6 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW
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Micrographs of samples mechanically alloyed for 25 hours comprise Fig. 34.

Before

compaction and sintering, X-ray diffraction of these samples revealed large decreases in W
lattice parameter in the samples with 4 and 6 wt. % Ni and a comparatively smaller
decrease in the sample with 2 wt.% Ni. This result is manifested in the microstructure of
the sintered samples, as the W–2 wt.% Ni sample contains obvious porosity (Fig. 34a) due
to a relatively low amount of Ni available to aid in the diffusion of W during sintering, but
Ni content in the W phase after MA of the W–4 wt.% Ni (Fig. 34c) and W–6 wt.% (Fig. 34e)
samples was sufficient to effect near full density with the chosen sintering parameters.
Fig. 34b and d show at high magnification small-grained regions surrounded by larger
grains. In these images the boundaries between the two grain size regions are difficult to
identify, as powder particles have sintered together and grain size gradients appear in
places. No small-grained regions were found in the sample with 6 wt.% Ni (Fig. 34e and f),
conceivably because the comparatively high Ni content in the W phase enhanced its ability
to diffuse to the point that he pinning effect of WC particles on grain boundaries was
overcome.
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Fig. 34. Backscattered scanning electron micrographs of samples mechanically alloyed for
25 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. (a) W–2 wt.% Ni,
256 µm horizontal field width (HFW); (b) W–2 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (c) W–4 wt.% Ni,
256 µm HFW; (d) W–4 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (e) W–6 wt.% Ni, 256 µm HFW; (f) W–
6 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW. Nanopores are visible on the grain boundaries in some of these
micrographs and are a side effect of sintering in hydrogen gas instead of a vacuum.
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Fig. 35 shows a series of micrographs taken from samples mechanically alloyed for
50 hours. Some porosity is seen in the large-grained region in the W–2 wt.% Ni sample
(Fig. 35a), but porosity is almost entirely absent in the samples with 4 and 6 wt.% Ni
(Fig. 35c and e). Furthermore, no small-grained regions are apparent in the W–6 wt.% Ni
sample micrograph, and in fact no small-grained regions were noted anywhere in the
sample; large grains are shown in the corresponding high magnification micrograph
(Fig. 35f). Similar to what was seen in the previous set of samples (Fig. 34), small-grained
regions, when they exist, are difficult to detect because particle boundaries have
disappeared and grain size gradients exist in their place. That the results are similar in
samples mechanically alloyed for 25 and 50 hours corresponds with their having similar W
lattice parameters after milling, a consequence of there being almost no more Ni available
to become incorporated into the W phase (2 and 4 wt.% Ni) or saturation of Ni in the W
phase (6 wt.% Ni).
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Fig. 35. Backscattered scanning electron micrographs of samples mechanically alloyed for
50 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. (a) W–2 wt.% Ni,
256 µm horizontal field width (HFW); (b) W–2 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (c) W–4 wt.% Ni,
256 µm HFW; (d) W–4 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW; (e) W–6 wt.% Ni, 256 µm HFW; (f) W–
6 wt.% Ni, 17.1 µm HFW
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Density measurements of sintered samples, calculated using the Archimedes water
immersion method, are plotted in Fig. 36 as a percentage of the theoretical value. Such
percentages are often reported in studies of the processing of bulk tungsten heavy alloys,
but the authors have yet to come across an explanation of how the theoretical value was
determined. The equilibrium phases at 1200ºC (the sintering temperature in this study)
are Ni solid solution, which contains 11 at.% W when saturated at room temperature, and
W, which has essentially no Ni solubility at room temperature. Thus, the densities of these
two phases were used to calculate the theoretical density of the WHA.

An example

calculation is provided in Appendix A. The lattice parameter of Ni solid solution was
determined from a linear fit of data by Garjanov and Tretjakov [12]. With an atomic ratio
of 11 W/89 Ni, the density of this phase is 10.56 g/cm3.

The density of pure W is

19.25 g/cm3. Therefore, with the weight fractions of each sample composition factored in,
the theoretical densities are calculated to be 18.81, 18.41 and 18.01 g/cm3 for W–
2 wt.% Ni, W–4 wt.% Ni and W–6 wt.% Ni, respectively. Regarding the trends in the data,
the samples with 4 and 6 wt.% Ni show increases in density with milling time until
reaching a maximum of approximately 96% of the theoretical value, whereas the sample
with 2 wt.% Ni varies wildly between 80 and 91% and shows no apparent trend. Enhanced
sintering of W due to the presence of Ni is likely responsible for improved density of the 4
and 6 wt.% Ni samples, as compared to the 2 wt.% Ni sample, beyond 10 hours of MA.
Similarly, the relative lack of Ni in the W phase after milling may contribute to wide
variation in sample densities, manifested in both the measurements of the W–2 wt.% Ni
samples with respect to milling time and the fact that density is greatest by at least two
percentage points in the W–4 wt.% Ni samples milled for 5, 10 and 15 hours. Across the
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board, the calculated percentages imply more porosity than actually exists due to
incorporation of WC, which has a density of 15.6 g/cm3, and the development of NiW.
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Fig. 36. Density measurements as a percentage of the theoretical value plotted with respect
to milling time. In the samples with 4 and 6 wt.% Ni, increases are initially rapid, then level
off and approach a maximum of about 96%. The trends in these two samples seem to
correspond with the amount of Ni incorporated into the W phase after mechanical alloying.
The relative lack of Ni incorporated into W in the W–2 wt.% Ni may contribute to the wide
variation in its density results.

Vickers macrohardness results, shown in Fig. 37, closely follow the trends observed in the
density measurements, demonstrating that porosity has a major effect on the strength of
sintered WHAs. Though density values of samples with 4 wt.% Ni reached an apparent
maximum at 15 hours of milling, hardness values continue to increase, which may be a
reflection of the linear increase in the small-grained region volume fraction with respect to
milling time. That the relative hardness differences in the W–2 wt.% Ni sample seem small
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in contrast to their differences in density is probably the result of avoiding large areas of
porosity when performing the hardness tests.
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Fig. 37. Vickers macrohardness values of mechanically alloyed, sintered samples with
respect to milling time. The trend generally mirrors that of density, showing the deleterious
effect of porosity on mechanical properties.

5.5 Conclusions

In this study, three compositions of binary W–Ni alloys (2, 4 and 6 wt.% Ni) were
mechanically alloyed for 5–50 hours, then compacted by cold isostatic pressing and
sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. W crystallite size differences in as-milled
powder samples were small for short milling times, but became more pronounced at longer
milling times as Ni became incorporated into the W lattice. XRD of sintered samples
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showed sharp W [110] peaks with broad shoulders, which was interpreted to be
representative of a bimodal grain size distribution; this was confirmed by scanning
electron micrographs.

Said micrographs also revealed trends in microstructure with

respect to Ni content. After 5 and 10 hours of MA, differences between the samples are
almost non-existent; dense particles consisting of grains 200–600 µm in diameter are
surrounded by particles of poorly connected large grains 1–3 µm in diameter.

After

15 hours of milling, increased Ni content results in reduced porosity in the large-grained
regions and individual large-grained particles become difficult to single out. By 25 hours of
milling, density was almost full in the samples with 4 and 6 wt.% Ni, but no small-grained
regions were noted in the latter, perhaps because Ni sufficiently enhanced the diffusion of
W that it was able to overcome the grain boundary pinning effect of WC sub-particles.
Results were similar after 50 hours of MA.

Density measurements support the

micrographs. Results for the W–2 wt.% Ni sample do not show an obvious trend as the
amount of Ni was such that its impact on the diffusion of W was small. Densities of the
samples containing 4 and 6 wt.% Ni increased sharply with increased milling time until
most Ni was incorporated into the W phase, at which point density seemed to maximize at
approximately 96% of the theoretical value. While increases in density in these samples
were tiny beyond 25 hours of milling, hardness values showed a noticeable increase, a
likely result of the linear increase in small-grained region volume fraction with respect to
milling time. This effect in the W–2 wt.% Ni samples was nullified by the substantial
porosity that remained across the board.
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6. The effect of mechanically alloying W–Ni with added WC

6.1 Abstract

WC powder was added to W–4 wt.% Ni powders in two different amounts and
mechanically alloyed for 50 hours. While the crystallite size reduced to expected values
after milling, the lattice parameter of the sample with 0.5 wt.% WC decreased to the value
expected if Ni constituted only 2 wt.% of the starting powders.

This result is not

understood, but its deleterious effect on the density and hardness of the corresponding
sintered samples is further confirmation that Ni activates W diffusion. A bimodal grain size
distribution was observed in both samples; as in previous chapters, grain sizes ranged from
200–600 nm in the small-grained regions and 1–2 µm in the large-grained regions.
Scattered throughout the sample with 2.0 wt.% WC were particles composed of much
larger grains (on the order of 10 um). These are likely the WC particles added before MA.
That such large particles are present suggests that adding WC to the starting powders is
not an adequate substitute for the WC particles introduced through grinding media
contamination, in terms of grain pinning. However, grain size in the large-grained region of
the sample with 2.0 wt.% WC was measured to be 750 nm. This result could mean that
some nano-scale particles do fracture from the added WC early in the MA process before
the particles become embedded in the W and Ni powders.
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6.2 Introduction

Kinetic energy penetrators are armor-piercing rounds that were originally made of
depleted uranium, a dense (19 g/cm3) material that has more recently fallen out of favor in
this application. (Health risks associated with exposure to the dust particles that are
generated when a penetrator impacts a target have driven research towards an equally
effective replacement material.) Tungsten alloyed with up to 10 wt.% Ni/Fe (tungsten
heavy alloys –WHAs) have arisen as the preferred replacement, as the density is nearly as
great and the behavior of the penetrator can exhibit the self-sharpening effect that made
depleted uranium effective. Specifically, when W grains are small, adiabatic shear banding
can occur in the mushroomed tip of a penetrator on impact [1]. These shear bands lead to
fracture and the mushroomed edges are discarded, limiting the volume of armor that must
be displaced as the penetrator advances. Research is now focused on refining W grain size,
as decreased grain size causes a decrease in the recrystallization temperature, which is
believed to increase shear band susceptibility [2].

Going beyond simply varying mechanical alloying (MA) and sintering parameters, Kecskes
et al proposed that second-phase particles could be employed to inhibit grain growth
during sintering [3]. Three such examples exist in the literature. Kitsunai et al added TiC
particles in different amounts to WHA constituent powders and milled in a planetary ball
mill. Hot isostatic pressing of the powders was carried out and followed by hot forging and
hot rolling. TEM micrographs revealed TiC particles on the order of 10 nm in diameter
existing mostly on grain boundaries. Comparison of W grain size is difficult, however,
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because no two samples were processed in exactly the same manner. Lee et al milled
partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) with W powders, then mixed in Ni and Fe and liquidphase sintered the mixture [4]. PSZ particles were found both within W grains and at grain
boundaries, which is not unexpected given the larger grain size that characteristically
results when WHAs are sintered with a liquid phase. Grain sizes were not quantified,
however; neither were samples were prepared without PSZ. Jing-lian et al mechanically
alloyed varying amounts of yttrium oxide particles with tungsten heavy alloy powders,
then liquid-phase sintered the powders [5]. The authors maintain that grain size is refined
with increasing yttrium oxide content, though grain size is reported to be 8–12 μm in all
samples.

In earlier chapters a bimodal grain size was observed in WHAs mechanically alloyed with
WC grinding media. Grain size in the large-grained regions was 1–2 μm, and grain size in
the small-grained regions was 200–600 μm. The results suggest such a distribution may
result from heterogeneously distributed WC particles, which fracture from the grinding
media and become incorporated into constituent powder particles during MA. A simple
way to test this hypothesis is to repeat the previous experiments with added WC powders.
In this work, WC powders are added to WHA constituent powders in two different amounts
(0.5 and 2.0 wt.%). The remainder of the procedure is identical to what was done in
previous chapters, and the results are analyzed to detect differences with respect to
otherwise-identical samples that contain no added WC.
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6.3 Materials and methods

Elemental W powders (Alfa Aesar, -325 mesh, 99.9% purity) and Ni powders (Atlantic
Equipment Engineers, -100/+325 mesh, 99.9% purity) were formulated such that Ni
comprised 4 wt. % of the mixture. Powders from this mixture were then combined with
two different amounts of WC powder (Atlantic Equipment Engineers, -325 mesh, 99.9%
purity) to form overall compositions of (W–4 wt.% Ni)–0.5 wt.% WC and (W–4 wt.% Ni)–
2.0 wt.% WC. In an argon-filled glove box, the respective powder formulations were loaded
in separate tungsten carbide SPEX vials; seven 7/16” diameter tungsten carbide balls were
also added. Sufficient powder was loaded to produce a 2:1 ratio of ball mass to powder
mass, also known as the charge ratio. Vials were separately run for 50 hours in a SPEX
8000M Mixer/Mill® operating at 1200 Hz.

Mechanically alloyed powders were then

compressed in a ½” diameter polyurethane mold by an AIP CP360 cold isostatic press. A
pressure of 172 MPa was applied for 10 minutes. Compacted samples were then sintered
in a Lindberg/Blue M tube furnace at 1200ºC for 1 hour under flowing hydrogen. Bulk
densities of sintered samples were determined by Archmedes’ water immersion method.
X-ray diffraction of as-milled powder samples and slices of sintered samples was
performed using a PANalyitcal X'Pert Pro diffractometer. The Williamson–Hall method was
used to determine crystallite sizes.

Slices of each compacted samples were

metallographically prepared for scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which was
performed with an FEI Quanta 600 FEG scanning electron microscope equipped with a
backscatter detector and a Bruker energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) unit with
silicon drift detector. Grain sizes in each sample were determined from SEM micrographs
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by a slight modification of ASTM E112. Lines were randomly placed in each grain size
region, and an average intercept distance was calculated from each line. As the data table
in the ASTM standard does not extend to grain sizes smaller than 2.5 μm, a plot of the ratios
of average intercept distance to grain size was generated, from which a slight overestimate
of 1.3 was determined to be a sensible multiplication factor for any average intercept
distance. Vickers macrohardness values were measured with a Leco LV 700AT; a 5 kg load
was placed on the sample for 10 seconds. Vickers microhardness values were measured
using a Leco DM-400 with a 300 g load and 10 second dwell time.

6.4 Results and discussion

X-ray diffraction of as-milled powder samples revealed decreases in the W lattice
parameter similar to those seen in the previous chapters, as shown in Fig. 38; this is mainly
the result of dissolution of nickel atoms into the bcc W phase, which forms a
supersaturated solid solution. However, while the lattice parameter of the sample with
2.0 wt.% WC closely matched that of an earlier, otherwise-identical sample with no added
WC (the difference was 0.0005 Å), the lattice parameter of the sample with 0.5 wt.% WC
was much greater (3.1501 Å as opposed to 3.1429 Å in the sample with no added WC). In
fact, the value is close to what would be expected if the sample contained only 2 wt.% Ni. It
is not understood why this result occurred; the crystallite size result of 10.7 nm, as
determined by the Williamson–Hall method, is similar to that of any 50-hour milled sample
tested in this chapter or in previous chapters, so there is no doubt that the powders were
actually milled for the intended duration. The second component of a Williamson–Hall
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calculation, lattice strain, is also inside the range seen in all previous milled powders
(0.652% as compared to 0.409–0.688% elsewhere). The large lattice parameter result
from the sample with 0.5 wt.% WC suggest that Ni did not fully dissolve into the W bcc
structure during MA.
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Fig. 38. Plot of W lattice parameter with respect to milling time in as-milled powder
samples. The lattice parameter of the sample with 2.0 wt.% WC closely matches that of its
corresponding sample with no added WC (W–4 wt.% Ni), but the lattice parameter of the
sample with 2.0 wt.% WC is much greater.

X-ray diffractograms of the compacted and sintered samples showed W and NiW peaks in
both samples with added WC. (NiW peaks may actually result from a similar carbide phase
– Ni6W6C – that has been recently reported by Cury et al [6]. Though Cury asserts that NiW
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does not actually exist, and the presence of Ni6W6C would not be out of the question given
the incorporation of WC in the starting powders as well as the grinding media, this phase
will be referred to as NiW henceforth.) Ni peaks and broad shoulders surrounding W peaks
only were detected in the sample with 0.5 wt.% WC, however. That Ni peaks were not
observed in the sample with 2.0 wt.% WC should not be taken to mean the Ni phase is
absent from the sample. Results from earlier chapters showed visual evidence of Ni grains
in all samples, though the low amounts of Ni used meant that background noise
occasionally obscured their characteristic peaks in X-ray diffractograms. EDS maps of
sintered samples confirm the presence of grains rich in each W and Ni, as seen in Fig. 39;
the W-rich grains are certainly W, but it is problematical to determine which Ni-rich grains
may be Ni and which may be NiW.

Optical micrographs of sintered samples were collected for the purpose of quantifying
volume fractions of the small- and large-grained regions, but the lack of porosity in the
small-grained regions made differentiation between the two grain size regions impossible.
Scanning electron micrographs were also collected at comparable magnification, but not
randomly – views showing both grain size regions were preferred, thus quantification of
such micrographs would not be representative of the whole. A low-magnification scanning
electron micrograph of the sample with 0.5 wt.% WC, covering about 5.66 mm2, showed
easily differentiable large- and small-grained regions, so a point count of this micrograph
was done. The small-grained regions were found to occupy 40.6% of the volume, which is
0.1 percentage points lower than the average found in the otherwise-equivalent sample
with no added WC.
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Fig. 39. EDS maps of mechanically alloyed, sintered (a) (W–4 wt.% Ni)–0.5 wt.% WC and
(b) (W–4 wt.% Ni)–2.0 wt.% WC samples showing W- and Ni-rich grains.

Density measurements of sintered samples seem to contradict XRD results. In the previous
chapter it was observed that density increased in the sintered samples as W lattice
parameter in the corresponding as-milled powders decreased. It was noted above, and
shown in Fig. 38, that the lattice parameter of the sample with 0.5 wt.% WC is much greater
than the other two samples with 4 wt.% Ni. Therefore it seems not all of the Ni became
incorporated into the W phase by 50 hours of milling, and a lower density would be
expected in the corresponding sintered sample. Indeed, the sample with 0.5 wt.% WC has a
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density of 16.10 g/cm3, which is 87.82% of the theoretical value, and the sample with
2.0 wt.% WC has a density of 17.48 g/cm3, or 95.11% of the theoretical value. This result is
well supported by micrographs.

Scanning electron micrographs of the two samples are shown in Fig. 40–43. The general
microstructure matches what was seen in earlier chapters: regions of small grains are
surrounded by larger grains. The difference in density is made apparent in the lowmagnification micrographs of Fig. 40 & 41. The sample with 2.0 wt.% WC appears almost
fully dense; there are a few large pores, and smaller pores make some of the original
powder particles discernable near the edges of the micrograph.

The sample with

0.5 wt.% WC, however, is quite obviously porous outside of the small-grained regions.
Fig. 42 & 43 show examples of small-grained regions. (In Fig. 42, the small-grained region
is just below the center of the micrograph and is approximately 80 μm wide by 60 μm high;
the high density of the sample makes boundaries less distinguishable.)
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Fig. 40. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of (W–4 wt.% Ni)–2.0 wt.% WC bulk
WHA. Aside from a few large pores in the center, porosity in the sample is slight. Some
large particles are apparent near the perimeter of the micrograph.
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Fig. 41. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of (W–4 wt.% Ni)–0.5 wt.% WC bulk
WHA. Porosity and individual powder particles are much more apparent here than in the
previous sample.
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Fig. 42. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of (W–4 wt.% Ni)–2.0 wt.% WC bulk
WHA. A region of sub-micron grains (center) is surrounded by larger grains.
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Fig. 43. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of (W–4 wt.% Ni)–0.5 wt.% WC bulk
WHA. A region of sub-micron grains is surrounded by larger grains with interspersed
porosity.
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Vickers microhardness tests resulted in values in approximately the same range as those
observed in the corresponding sample with no added WC (“4” in Fig. 44).

The

macrohardness numbers, however, are only similar in the sample with 2.0 wt.% WC. The
sample with 0.5 wt.% WC yielded much lower macrohardness values as a result of its low
density, which in turn is attributable to the samples anomalously low incorporation of Ni
into the bcc W phase during MA.
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Fig. 44. Vickers macrohardness and microhardness values of sintered samples of various
compositions (the first three samples are represented by their Ni weight percent and the last
two by their WC weight percent). All samples come from powders that were mechanically
alloyed for 50 hours.

Taken as a whole, these results make it apparent that adding a certain amount of WC to the
starting powders is not equivalent to increasing milling time by whatever period is
required to incorporate the same amount of WC from the grinding media (provided
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crystallite size and W lattice parameter in the as-milled state have already reached their
respective minima). Instead, what may be happening is that some tiny fragments fracture
from the brittle WC powders early in the MA process, but then the particles cold weld to
and become embedded in W and Ni powder particles and subsequent milling is less
effective at reducing their size. Fig. 45 might actually show an example of this: the large
grains above the center of the micrograph may comprise a WC particle. More examples are
seen in Fig. 40, in which particles less than 50 μm in diameter appear relatively bright and
are scattered throughout the sample. (This does not mean all such particles appear bright.
The contrast setting in these micrographs was stretched to make individual W grains
distinguishable. Thus some W grains appear very bright and others very dark. At low
magnification, however, the pixels tend to cover multiple grains and average out the
brightness, which makes large, bright grains stand out.) Grains of this size were not
observed in the samples without added WC powder. Such homogeneously distributed WC
particles, large and small, may not have a significant effect on grain size in the large-grained
regions, as is likely the case in the sample with 0.5 wt.% WC. In fact, that average grain size
was calculated to be 1.22 μm, which is within the range of the samples tested in previous
chapters. Grain size in the large-grained regions decreases to 0.75 μm when the W content
is 2.0 wt.%, but further study is warranted to determine whether this occurrence is part of
a genuine trend.
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Fig. 45. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of (W–4 wt.% Ni)–2.0 wt.% WC bulk
WHA. The region of very large grains above the center of the micrograph may comprise
one of the WC particles added to the starting powders.
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6.5 Conclusions

W–4 wt.% Ni powders with two different amounts of added WC powders were
mechanically alloyed for 50 hours and shown to yield a bimodal grain size distribution
after compaction and sintering. Similar to what is seen in samples with no added WC, grain
sizes ranged from 200–600 nm in the small-grained regions and 1–2 µm in the largegrained regions. Much larger grains – probably the additional WC – were occasionally
observed in the sample with 2.0 wt.% WC. (They presumably exist in the sample with
0.5 wt.% WC, as well, though they were not observed.) This result suggests that the added
WC powders generally are not sufficiently refined by the MA process to match the size of
the WC particles introduced through fracture from the grinding media. Therefore, adding
WC to the starting powders on its own will not replicate the bimodal grain size
microstructure seen in earlier specimens. However, that is not to say that the additional
WC cannot refine grains: grain size in the large-grained region of the sample with
2.0 wt.% WC was found to average 750 nm. If this result is part of a trend, it may be due to
fracture from the WC powders early in the MA process. The remnants of the powders
would then become embedded in W and Ni powders as milling progressed, reducing their
chance of further fracturing.
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7. Characterization of microstructure by TEM

7.1 Abstract

Tungsten heavy alloy (WHA) constituent powders were formulated in a W–2 wt.% Ni
mixture and mechanically alloyed for 50 hours in a SPEX mill with WC vial and grinding
media. The powders were then compacted and the green body sintered in hydrogen at
1200ºC for 1 hour. A slice from the sintered sample was prepared for examination by TEM,
in which particles 30–100 nm in diameter were situated on the boundaries of 200–600 nm
grains. EDS point analysis showed that the particles are WC. These particles, by virtue of
their near-consistent placement on grain boundaries, seem to have inhibited grain growth
by the Zener pinning effect. Elsewhere there are regions of grains 1–2 μm in diameter, but
such regions could not be thinned to electron transparency because of interspersed
porosity that led to their fracture. However, the fact that regions exist where the grains
were able to grow much larger than 600 nm is evidence that WC particles are absent in
those regions. Furthermore, a bimodal particle size distribution was observed in the asmilled powders, and heat treating the uncompacted powders showed that the large
particles contained the small grains.

This indicates that WC contamination was

heterogeneously distributed, as the powder particles into which WC particles were
incorporated would be less likely to fracture.
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7.2 Introduction

Grinding media contamination is a well-known issue in mechanical alloying (MA). It is an
unavoidable by-product of the MA process, as the impact events that cause deformation,
fracture and cold welding of powder particles lead to the same in the grinding media and
container walls. Though initially this was a hypothesis that was disregarded (because it
was believed the powder that is found to coat the media/container surfaces was sufficient
to prevent contamination), it soon became apparent through X-ray diffractograms and
grinding media mass loss that contamination did actually occur [1]. Indeed, there are many
examples in the literature of substantial concentrations of elements, matching those of the
grinding media, that appear in powders after MA. Specifically, iron contamination from
hardened/stainless steel grinding media has been reported in many material systems [2–
8]. Iron content in these examples ranges from 0.25 to 22 at.%, which is dependent on MA
parameters such as the type of mill used, milling time, charge ratio and vial-filling
percentage. The relative strength/hardness of the powder material as compared to the
grinding media material is also important; the highest amounts of Fe contamination from
hardened/stainless steel grinding media have been found in systems where the powders
are much stronger/harder. W-rich powder mixtures, including some tungsten heavy alloys
(WHAs) close in composition to the one in this study, have shown concentrations of up to
60 at.% Fe after MA [9–13].

MA studies involving tungsten carbide (WC) grinding media are considerably rarer than
those with hardened/stainless steel.

Where WC is used, contamination is rarely
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mentioned, much less described in terms of its morphology, distribution or effect on the
surrounding microstructure. Haruyama and Asahi milled Ni–Zr powder mixtures under
identical conditions except for milling vial/grinding media material and concluded that
iron atoms from stainless steel grinding media dissolve into the amorphous Ni–Zr, while
the use of WC grinding media resulted in WC particles’ dispersed throughout but not
dissolved into the amorphous phase [14].

They also found that the amount of iron

contamination was about four times greater than that of the WC contamination. Martínez
et al used WC grinding media to mill Cu-based powders with up to 8 wt.% Mo [15]. They
found some WC particles approximately 1 μm in diameter among the Cu solid solution
phase, but nothing is said about their distribution. Also, as no further processing of the
mechanically alloyed powders was undertaken, the particles’ effect on the microstructure
was not addressed.

In this work, milling of W–2 wt.% Ni powders is carried out in a SPEX mill with WC vial and
grinding media for the purpose of characterizing grinding media contamination and
discerning its effects on the microstructure of milled powders after compaction and
sintering.

7.3 Materials and methods

Elemental W powders (Alfa Aesar, -325 mesh, 99.9% purity) and Ni powders (Atlantic
Equipment Engineers, -100/+325 mesh, 99.9% purity) were formulated such that Ni
comprised 2 wt. % of the mixture. In an argon-filled glove box, the powder mixture was
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sealed in a tungsten carbide SPEX vial along with seven 7/16” diameter tungsten carbide
balls. The charge ratio (i.e. the ratio of ball mass to powder mass) was 2:1 ratio. The vial
was then removed from the glove box and secured in a SPEX 8000M Mixer/Mill®, where it
was run at 1200 Hz for 50 hours.

The mechanically alloyed powders were then

compressed in a ½” diameter polyurethane mold by an AIP CP360 cold isostatic press. A
pressure of 172 MPa was applied for 10 minutes. The compacted sample was sintered in a
Lindberg/Blue M tube furnace at 1200ºC for 1 hour under flowing hydrogen. A slice of the
sintered sample was ground to a thickness of approximately 100 μm; initial grinding was
done with 240 grit and final grinding with 1200 grit silicon carbide sandpaper. From this
thin slice a disc 2.5 mm in diameter was cut using a Gatan ultrasonic cutter. This smaller
disc was further thinned by a Gatan Model 656 dimple grinder to a thickness of about
30 μm and then ion milled with a Fischione Model 1010 until a hole roughly 100 μm in
diameter had formed. The sample was then examined by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). SEM was performed with an FEI
Quanta 600 FEG scanning electron microscope equipped with a backscatter detector. TEM
was performed on two different microscopes: a Philips EM 420 operating at 120 kV and a
FEI Titan 300 operating at 300 kV and equipped with an EDAX energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) system. The EM 420 was used for preliminary purposes to detect the
presence of second-phase particles through bright and dark field micrographs and selected
area diffraction patterns. The Titan was used to identify the second-phase particles by EDS.
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7.4 Results and discussion

A low-magnification scanning electron micrograph of the compacted and sintered W–
2 wt.% Ni sample shows what appears to be substantial porosity (Fig. 46). Zooming in ten
times (Fig. 47) shows that the sample is not as porous as the low-magnification image
indicated. Instead, a bimodal grain size distribution is revealed; what appeared as pores in
the low-magnification image are actually regions of comparatively large grains with some
porosity interspersed, and the particles observed in the low-magnification image comprise
the grains that are relatively small. Further zooming (Fig. 48) shows that grains are 1–
2 μm in diameter in the large-grained regions and 200–600 μm in the small-grained
regions, which is in line with what was reported in earlier chapters. In chapter 4 it was
shown that MA of W–4 wt.% Ni powders results in a bimodal particle size distribution
(Fig. 22), and optical micrographs of uncompacted, heat treated powders revealed that the
large particles contain the small-grained regions. Similar particle size distributions were
collected from W–2 wt.% Ni samples.

However, given that bimodal particle size

distributions were consistently observed in samples of similar composition and milling
time, and similar microstructures were observed after compaction and sintering, it is safe
to conclude that such a bimodal particle size distribution resulted from milling W–
2 wt.% Ni powders for 50 hours in a SPEX mill with WC grinding media.
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Fig. 46. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of W–2 wt.% Ni mechanically alloyed
for 50 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour.
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Fig. 47. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of W–2 wt.% Ni mechanically alloyed
for 50 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. At this level of
magnification it is clear that a bimodal grain size exists and the smaller grains are
concentrated in separate particles.
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Fig. 48. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of W–2 wt.% Ni mechanically alloyed
for 50 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. At this level of
magnification individual grains can be discerned – average grain size is 1–2 μm in the largegrained regions and 200–600 nm in the small-grained regions.
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It was hypothesized in earlier chapters that homogeneously distributed WC grinding media
contamination gives rise to the large particles that contain small grains after sintering. To
verify this, a TEM sample was prepared and examined. Bright field micrographs (Fig. 49)
from the EM 420 showed in small-grained regions bright areas 30–100 nm in diameter that
were not immediately distinguishable as particles – these areas alternatively could have
been pores. (One area that almost certainly is a pore due to the changing curvature at each
grain boundary is shown in Fig. 50.) Large-grained regions were not distinguishable, which
is a byproduct of the sample porosity and the thickness requirements of a TEM sample. In
preparing the sample, one side of the 100 μm-thick disc was dimple ground to a thickness
of about 30 μm at the center. The other side was then ion milled until enough material was
removed that a hole was visible at the center. Because of porosity, which was more
prevalent in the large-grained regions, areas of large grains near the hole tended to fracture
as material continued to be removed from the sample. Small-grained regions were actually
distinguishable in the microscope attached to the ion mill, and the decision to stop milling
was made when a number of small-grained "peninsulas" were found to be protruding into
the hole. Where large-grained regions existed at the edge of the hole, they were too thick to
be electron transparent.
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Fig. 49. Bright field transmission electron micrograph of W–2 wt.% Ni mechanically alloyed
for 50 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. Numerous
particles are observed on grain boundaries. The two brightest areas in (b) are likely pores.
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Fig. 50. Bright field transmission electron micrograph of W–2 wt.% Ni mechanically alloyed
for 50 hours, then compacted and sintered in hydrogen at 1200ºC for 1 hour. The bright
area is almost certainly a pore, as its curvature changes with each grain boundary.
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To determine whether the bright areas were particles, bright and dark field micrographs
were taken. Fig. 51 shows a set of micrographs in which potential particles were observed.
The regions appeared light in both types of micrograph, which indicates that they are not
pores, as a pore should appear dark in a dark field micrograph. Further confirmation that
bright areas contain material and are not pores was provided by selected area diffraction
patterns. In Fig. 52, three diffraction patterns are overlaid in two images – the first
combines diffraction patterns from the grains on each side of the would-be particle and the
second adds the diffraction pattern from the would-be particle to those of the grains. The
additional spots demonstrate that material is present and the region is not a pore. The
pattern itself is weak, however, and could not be indexed to identify the material.
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Fig. 51. (a) Bright field transmission electron micrograph of W–2 wt.% Ni mechanically
alloyed for 50 hours. (b) Dark field transmission electron micrograph of the same. That the
potential particles appear light in both images confirms that the regions are not pores.
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Fig. 52. (a) Bright field transmission electron micrograph of W–2 wt.% Ni mechanically
alloyed for 50 hours, with an arrow pointing to a potential particle. (b) shows overlaid
diffraction patterns from the grains to the left and right of the potential particle; (c) adds the
pattern from the area of interest. The additional spots confirm that the area is not a pore.
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Though small volumes of material on grain boundaries were prevalent and easily seen with
the EM 420, they could not be identified and the possibility remained that what were being
observed were merely the corners of grains. To eliminate this possibility, EDS point
analysis was performed with the Titan 300. Fig. 53 shows the region in which the analysis
was conducted; a point coinciding with the center of the “W” label was analyzed to
determine the grain material and to provide a baseline for the carbon content (as none
should be detected there), and numerical labels are situated adjacent to the particles that
were analyzed. The EDS spectra corresponding to the points are presented in Fig. 54. The
grain labeled “W” is indeed rich in W; counts of the most intense W peak exceed 1000 (the
upper bound of the y-axis was set there so that other peaks could easily be distinguished).
The most intense of the non-W peaks is an Ni peak at about 300 counts. Ni is essentially
insoluble in W, so an Ni grain is being sampled somewhere in the excitation volume –
perhaps on the bottom surface. Trace amounts of other elements – oxygen, copper, iron
and cobalt – were detected and may have existed as impurities in the starting powders.
Cobalt also was present as a binder in the WC grinding media, which makes its appearance
in the spectra more explainable. The three spectra from the particles consistently show C
peaks between 1400 and 1500 counts, along with W peaks that exceed 1700 counts. Small
amounts of oxygen, iron and copper seem to be present, but none of those peaks exceeded
200 counts. Thus, it is concluded that WC is the material that makes up these particles.
Such a finding is understandable given that WC was used as the grinding media during MA
and grinding media contamination is inevitable.
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Fig. 53. Bright field transmission electron micrograph of the sintered W–2 wt.% Ni sample.
EDS point analysis was conducted at the labeled positions – coinciding with the location of
the “W” and at the particles adjacent to the other three labels.
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Fig. 54. EDS spectra from (W) the grain labeled “W” and (a, b, c) the particles labeled “a”,
“b”, and “c” in the previous figure. (W) shows intense W peaks and a minor Ni peak; the
other spectra show intense C and W peaks and nothing else in more than trace amounts.
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The remaining issue to be addressed is the distribution of the particles.

Too few

micrographs were obtained to attempt to quantify a volume fraction of particles in the
small-grained regions. (Such a calculation would be further complicated by the electron
transparency of the sample: observable particles may not reside on the sample surface and
including them would result in an overestimate of their volume fraction.) It can be
qualitatively stated, however, that particles were ubiquitous in the discernable smallgrained regions, and that they were rarely found within a grain. Every particle seen in
Fig. 49 exists on a grain boundary; out of the many particles in Fig. 53, a few seem to be
situated within grains, but they reside in the thicker portion of the sample so it is not
entirely clear what surrounds them. Thus it is concluded that the particles are indeed
pinning grain boundaries. Further evidence of this is seen in the relatively small grain near
the center of Fig. 49b: it is surrounded by three closely-spaced particles (and one likely
pore). Though no micrographs could be taken to prove the absence of particles in the
large-grained regions, the fact that the grains are much larger, despite being subjected to
the same experimental procedure, indicates that were no particles to inhibit grain growth
in those regions. Furthermore, the relationship between the bimodal distributions in
powder particle size after MA and grain size after sintering – the large particles were
shown to contain the small grains – is indicative of a heterogeneous distribution of WC,
which is understandable because not every impact event between grinding media and
powder will result in the fracturing of WC particles and their cold welding to the powder.
Where it does occur, however, the powders become reinforced and more difficult to
fracture, enabling them to grow larger than uncontaminated particles. Subsequent impact
events, however, will still result in deformation of the “matrix” and the dispersing of the
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WC particles [1]; the WC may even be comminuted within the powder particles. From this
work is appears the reason that bimodal grain size distributions were heretofore unseen in
mechanically alloyed, sintered WHAs is that high-energy MA has always been carried out
with hardened/stainless steel grinding media. Fe contamination would dissolve into the
powders during the MA process and diffuse out during sintering (just as Ni did in this
system and as Fe does when it is the alloying addition in other WHA systems).

7.5 Conclusions

W–2 wt.% Ni constituent powders were SPEX milled for 50 hours in a WC vial with WC
grinding media. The mechanically alloyed powders were then compacted in a cold isostatic
press and sintered in hydrogen for 1 hour at 1200ºC. Particles 30–100 nm in diameter
were observed throughout the regions in which grain size is in the 200–600 nm range. EDS
point analysis confirmed that the particles are WC. Such particles would be expected to
limit grain size by the Zener pinning effect, and indeed, where particles were closely spaced
the surrounded grain was small than neighboring grains. Though none of the large-grained
regions were thin enough to be observed by TEM, the fact that there are regions where the
grains are two to five times larger, though that material was subjected to the same milling,
compaction and sintering procedure, strongly implies that no particles exist there.
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8. Summary

Mechanically alloying W with 2, 4 and 6 wt.% Ni for up to 50 hours in a SPEX mill with WC
vial and grinding media resulted in a heretofore unseen bimodal grain size distribution
after compaction and sintering. In all samples, grain sizes were found to be 1–2 μm in the
large-grained regions and 200–600 nm in the small-grained regions. A related bimodal
distribution was also noted in the powder particles after mechanical alloying: heat treating
uncompacted powders revealed that the large particles comprised the small grains. The
volume fraction of the small-grained region was found to increase linearly as milling time
increased, even though W [110] peak angles and crystallite size seemed to be approaching
a limit by 50 hours of milling. These results stem from the continual, heterogeneous
incorporation of WC particles that fracture from the grinding media and vial walls during
the MA process and inhibit grain growth.

Density values of the sintered samples were found to be affected by both milling time and
Ni content.

Density increased – initially rapidly but with diminishing returns with

prolonged milling – from approximately 90% of the theoretical value with 5 hours of
milling to almost 96% with 50 hours of milling. While the samples with 4 and 6 wt.% Ni
showed similar density values beyond 15 hours of MA and reached a limit of about 96% of
the theoretical value, the sample with 2 wt.% Ni tended to have much lower densities. It
seems, then, that the presence of Ni in the W phase facilitates diffusion, but there is a
maximum amount of Ni, somewhere between 4 and 6 wt.%, that can dissolve into the bcc
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structure of W. Hardness trends reflected the density trends, demonstrating that until full
density is achieved, porosity will impact the mechanical properties much more than the
volume fraction of small-grained regions.

Separate sets of powders were milled with WC powders added from the start. This
modification did not increase the volume fraction of the small-grained region. Instead, it
appears that the added WC particles became distributed homogeneously, and while most
particles remained too large to affect grain size, there is some evidence that grain size in
the large-grained region was reduced.
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9. Future work

One deficiency in this work results from the time-consuming nature of processing the
materials and preparing them for the various characterization techniques. Reduction of
about 100 grams of powder is an overnight operation. About 30 grams of powder is
recovered from a milling run that can take up to two days. That amount of powder is
sufficient for 1.5 green compacts. Compacted samples are then sintered, which requires at
least one full day from start to finish. In the absence of a high-speed saw, making one slice
through a solid ½” diameter WHA cylinder takes 6–8 hours. Polishing WHAs to a smooth
surface took weeks to complete. Preparing samples for TEM analysis was even more timeconsuming. The time requirements of these steps are noted merely to explain why only
one compacted sample was prepared for each of the seventeen compositions chosen for
study. Ideally, multiple samples would be prepared for each composition so that more
reliable numerical data could be calculated. The density trend of sintered W–2 wt.% Ni
samples with respect to milling time (Fig. 36), for example, might look more sensible if
there were multiple data points to average. Even more desirable would be multiple
polished samples from which line intercepts could be collected for grain size calculations.
The scatter and lack of apparent trends in those data (Fig. 30) prevented conclusions from
being drawn about the effect of milling time and Ni content on grain size in each grain-size
region.
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Broadly speaking, and despite the problem mentioned above, the previous chapters have
shown that mechanically alloying WHA constituent powders with tungsten carbide
grinding media is successful in reducing grain size. Taken on its own, that seems to point
towards improved kinetic energy penetrator performance. There are, however, other
issues that must be overcome if said benefit is to be realized.

No sample achieved full density after pressureless sintering for 1 hour at 1200ºC.
Achieving this by the methods used in this work would require some combination of
greater pressure during compaction by cold isostatic pressing, increased sintering time and
increased sintering temperature. Making either of the latter two changes could cause
further grain growth, while cold isostatic pressing may not lead to full density at any
reasonable pressure. Use of other densification methods, such as microwave sintering and
spark plasma sintering, may result in increased density without sacrificing grain size. Hot
isostatic pressing (HIP) is another potential alternative, though it was attempted in this
work with mixed results. W–4 wt.% Ni powders were mechanically alloyed for 10 hours
(all other parameters matched those from earlier chapters) then HIPed at 28 ksi while
temperature was ramped up and back down with no hold at the maximum temperature.
One sample reached 1100ºC, another 1200ºC. An example of the resulting microstructure
from the sample heated to 1100ºC is shown in Fig. 55. A consistent grain size of about
1 μm was observed throughout the sample; no small-grained regions were seen, perhaps
because the pressure provided additional driving force for moving grain boundaries to
overcome the pinning effect of WC particles. Density was calculated by the Archimedes
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water-immersion method to be 95.7% of the theoretical value – an improvement upon the
93.0% calculated for the equivalent CIPed and sintered sample.

Fig. 55. Scanning electron micrograph of a W–4 wt.% Ni bulk sample after mechanical
alloying of the constituent powders for 10 hours and hot isostatic pressing at 28 ksi with no
dwell time at the maximum temperature of 1100ºC. Grain size is near-uniform at 1 μm, and
density was calculated to be 95.7% of the theoretical value.
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A microstructure more akin to those seen by liquid-phase sintering may also be worth
exploring. This might be accomplished by repeating the milling schedules from this work,
sieving to collect the larger particles (which contain the grain-growth-inhibiting WC
particles), blending with pure Ni/Fe powders and compacting/sintering. Brief exposure of
powder compacts to temperatures above 1450ºC, either by microwave sintering or spark
plasma sintering, could result in particles of small-grained W in a matrix of Ni/Fe.
Sintering parameters could be optimized to maximize density and minimize grain growth.

This work and the above suggestions could lead to refined grain size in full density WHAs.
However, the same presence of WC particles that limited grain growth may also inhibit
shear banding, as could the intermetallic NiW phase that was observed in most samples.
Whether the reduction in grain size is totally offset by the presence of brittle phases is
something that requires high strain-rate testing to ascertain, and that is the most obvious
next step in this work.
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Appendix A: Theoretical density calculation
By the Ni-W binary phase diagram (Fig. 2), Ni solid solution at room temperature can
accommodate 28 wt.% W.
Say, for an alloy of composition W–2 wt.% Ni, we start with 100 grams of powder. We then
have 98 g W and 2 g Ni initially.
But with 28 wt.% W in the Ni solid solution, the mass of W that becomes incorporated is:

So the mass of the Ni solid solution is 2.778 g and the weight of the W is 97.222 g.

Lattice parameter (Angstroms)
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The above is plotted data for the lattice parameter of Ni as a function of W content.
By the phase diagram, 28 wt.% W corresponds to approximately 11 at.% W.
Plugging 11 into the fitted linear equation on the graph, we find a lattice parameter of
3.5718 Å, or 0.35718 nm.
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Thus, the volume of a Ni solid solution unit cell is:

The Ni fcc unit cell has 4 atoms, and by the phase diagram
and 3.56 of them will be Ni.

of them will be W

The mass of 3.56 Ni atoms is:

And the mass of 0.494 W atoms is:

Thus the density of the Ni solid solution is:

So the volume of 2.778 g of solid solution Ni and 97.222 g of W is:

With 100 g of material occupying that space, the overall density is:

Compare this with the density of W–2wt.% Ni with pure Ni and W phases:
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